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SPONSOR'S NOTE 

The BART Impact Program was a comprehensive, policy-oriented study and evaluation 
of the impacts of the San Francisco Bay Area's new rapid transit system (BART). 
The program began in 1972, and was completed in 1978. Financing for the Program 
was provided by the U.S. Department of Transportation, the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, and the California Department of Transportation. 
Management of the Federally-funded portion of the Program was vested in the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT). The Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
(MTC), a nine-county regional agency established by California law in 1970, 
administered the Program as prime contractor to DOT; the research was performed 
by competitively selected subcontractors to MTC. 

The BART Impact Program studied the broadest feasible range of potential rapid 
transit impacts, including impacts on traffic flow, travel behavior, land use and 
urban development, the environment, the regional economy, social institutions and 
life styles, and public policy. The incidence of these impacts on population 
groups, local areas, and economic sectors was measured and analyzed. 

The results of the BART Impact Program have been synthesized in BART in the Bay 
Area, the BART Impact Program Final Report (PFR). That report was prepared by 
MTC and presents MTC 1 s conclusions from and interpretation of the Program's 
findings. In addition to the PFR, final reports for each of the individual 
projects in the Program were prepared by the consultants who conducted the re
search. The reports are listed at the end of this Note. The final reports are 
supported by numerous technical memoranda and working papers. The conclusions 
in those documents reflect the viewpoints of the respective consultants based on 
their research. 

Readers of BART Impact Program reports should be aware of the circumstances and 
the setting in which BART was planned and built and the conditions under which 
the Program was conducted. An understanding of these factors is critical for 
interpreting the Program's findings and attempting to apply them to other areas. 

First, it is important to note that the San Francisco Bay Area has a sound 
economy, a good system of highways and public transportation, and distinctive 
land use and development patterns shaped by the Bay and the hills around it. 
BART was approved and built during a period of vigorous growth in the Bay Area. 
The economy was expanding, suburban development was burgeoning, and major in
crements of highway capacity were being added. Also, the Bay Area already had 
extensive public transportation services. There were public carriers operating 
dense networks of local transit services on both sides of the Bay, and there was 
frequent transbay bus service from many parts of the East Bay to San Francisco. 
In 1972 before BART opened, approximately 10% of the total daily trips in the 
three BART counties were made on transit. All of these factors made it difficult 
in the study to isolate BART's effects from other influences that were affecting 
such things as travel behavior and urban development. 

A second important point is that BART was planned and designed primarily to 
facilitate travel from outlying suburbs to downtown areas. Multiple stops are 
provided in the major central business districts, but in other respects BART is 



more like a conmuter rail system (with long lines and widely-spaced stations) 
than a New York or Chicago-style subway system of interlocking crosstown lines 
and frequent stops. The BART system was i ntended to rival the ·automobile in 
comfort, speed, and convenience. Contemporary issues like energy conservation, 
air quality an d service for the transportation disadvantaged were not widely 
recognized and publicized concerns during the period of BART's design. 

The institutional setting in the Bay Area was a third· important influence on 
BART's development. BART was developed as a separate institution without full 
coordination among existing transportation and regional development planning 
agen.cies. BART's planners had to make assumptions about policie.s and develop
ment, many of which turned out to be contrary to policies ultimately adopted by 
municipalities in the BART District. 

A critical element in the study design -of the BART Impact Program was the defi
nition of the No-BART Alternative (NBA), the regional transportation facilities 
and travel patterns judged most 1ikely to have evolved by 1_976 if BART had not 
been built. The definition of an NBA was essential since the Program defined 
an impact as the difference between what actually occurred with BART and what 
would have resulted without BART. One cannot be certain about what the region 
would have been like had BART not been built. But based on an analysis of the 
political and economic decision history of the Bay Area and the professional 
judgment of those involved in the Program, it was determined that no significant 
changes to the area's freeway and bridge systems as they actually were in 1976 
would have occurred without BART. It was concluded further that the public transit 
network and services would have been very similar to what they were just before the 
start of BART transbay service. One consequence of this assumption is that the 
NBA provides lower levels of service and less capacity than the with-BART system, 
and attracts fewer riders. The NBA does not extrapolate beyond 1976 and does not 
consider how much additional capacity in the transportation system might eventu
ally have been required because of increasing travel demand and congestion. 

An important factor affecting the findings was that BART was not operating at 
its full service level during the period of study by the BART Impact Program. 
The frequency of trains, their operating speeds, the reliability of their oper
ations, and the capacities provided in peak periods of travel by BART were 
considerably lower than those originally planned. Trains were running on 
12-minute headways instead of the 4.5 minutes originally planned for each of the 
four lines (90 seconds where three lines converged). BART did not initiate 
service on all lines simu l taneously in 1972 but instead phased in service. The 
most critical link, the Transbay Tube, was not opened until late 1974. Night 
service did not start until the end of 1975, and Saturday service started in 
1977. Direct Ri chmond to Daly City service still is not operating, and it now 
appears that "full service levels," when t hey are attained, will not achieve the 
headways and average speeds announced in the original plans. 

The final point is that BART had only been operating for a relatively short 
period of time when its impacts were studied. The impact assessment largely 
depends on data collected in the first four years of BART's operations. It is 
likely that some of its impacts, particular ly those relating to urban develop
ment, will requ i re more time to mature. 
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Final Reports 

These documents are available to the public through the National Technical 
Information Service, Springfield, VA 22151: 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 11 BART in the Bay Area. The Final 
Report of the ·BART Impact Program, 11 MTC, 1979. 

Gruen Associates, Inc. and Deleuw, Cather & Company, 11 Environmental Impacts of 
BART, 11 MTC, 1979. 

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 11 BART's First Five Years: Transportation and 
Travel Impacts," MTC, 1979. 

Jefferson Associates, Inc., 11 Impacts of BART on Bay Area Institutions and Life 
Styles," MTC, 1979. 

McDonald & Grefe, Inc., 11 The Economic and Financial Impacts of BART," 
MTC, 1979. 

John Blayney Associates/David M. Dornbusch & Co., Inc., 11 Land Use and Urban 
Development Impacts of BART,'' MTC, 1979. 

Boaz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 11 The Impact of BART on Public Policy," 
MTC, 1979. 

Urban Dynamics Associates, 11 Implications of B.A.RT's Impacts fo~ the Transportation 
Disadvantaged;'MTC, 1978. 

Alan M. Voorhees & Associates, Inc., 11 Federal Policy Implications of BART," 
DOT, 1979. 
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BART: 

Length: 

Stations: 

Trains: 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit System 

The 71-mile system includes 20 miles of subway, 24 miles on elevated struc
tures and 27 miles at ground level. The subway sections are in San 
Francisco, Berkeley, downtown Oakland, the Berkeley Hills Tunnel and the 
Transbay Tube. 

The 34 stations include 13 elevated, 14 subway and 7 at ground level. They 
are spaced at an average distance of 2.1 miles: stations in the downtowns 
are less than one-half mile apart, while those in suburban areas are two to 
four miles apart. Parking lots at 23 stations have a total of 20,200 spaces. 
There is a fee (25 cents) at only one of the parking lots. BART and local 
agencies provide bus service to all stations. 

Trains are from 3 to 10 cars long. Each car is 70 feet long and has 72 seats. 
Top speed in normal operations is 70 mph with an average speed of 38 mph 
including station stops. All trains stop at all stations on the route. 

Automation: Trains are automatically controlled by the central computer at BART head
quarters. A train operator on board each train can override automatic 
controls in an emergency. 

Pares: 

Service: 

Patronage: 

Cost: 

Magnetically encoded tickets with values up to $20 are issued by vending 
machines. Automated fare gates at each station compute the appropriate 
fare and deduct it from the ticket value. 

Pares range from 25 cents to $1.45, depending upon trip length. Discount 
fares are available to the physically handicapped, children 12 and under, and 
persons 65 and over. 

BART serves the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa and San Francisco, 
which have a combined population of 2.4 million. The system was opened in 
five stages, from September 1972 to September 1974. The last section to 
open was the Transbay Tube linking Oakland and the East Bay with San 
Francisco and the West Bay. 

Routes are identified by the terminal stations: Daly City in the West Bay, 
Richmond, Concord and Fremont in the East Bay. Trains operate from 6:00 
a.m. to midnight on weekdays, every 12 minutes during the daytime on three 
routes: Concord-Daly City, Fremont-Daly City, Richmond-Fremont. This 
results in 6-minute train frequencies in San Francisco, downtown Oakland 
and the Fremont line where routes converge. In the evening, trains are 
dispatched every 20 minutes on only the Richmond-Fremont and Concord
Daly City routes. Service is provided on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to midnight 
at 15-minute intervals. Future service will include a Richmond-Daly City 
route and Sunday service! Trains will operate every six minutes on all routes 
during the peak periods of travel. 

Approximately 146,000 one-way trips are made each day. Approximately 
200,000 daily one-way trips are anticipated under full service conditions. · 

BART construction and equipment cost $1.6 billion, financed primarily from 
local funds: $942 million from bonds being repaid by the property and sales 
taxes in three counties, $176 million from toll revenues of transbay bridges, 
$315 million from federal grants and $186 million from interest earnings and 
other sources. 

March 1978 

~ aenice began in July,19'78 
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SUMMARY AND FINDINGS 

This report is designed primarily for use by local and regional 
government officials--elected officials, administrators and planners 
--who are either (1) considering an investment in transit, particularly 
rapid rail, or (2) in the process of designing and constructing a 
rapid rail transit system. The purpose of this report is to use 
the experience of BART as a basis for suggesting the types of local 
public policies that are likely to enable local officials to achieve 
their own objectives for rapid rail transit development. 

This section briefly summarizes the BART experience as it 
relates to public policy decisions in other communities. Chapter 
VII of the report outlines conclusions in slightly more detail. 
However, for local officials interested in specific types of public 
policy actions, it is necessary to read the appropriate chapters 
for an in-depth discussion. 

This report concentrates on the local policy implications 
of BART. Local policy implications are defined as improvements 
in the public policy-making process to enable local officials to 
make more informed decisions about rapid rail transit development 
to help achieve local community objectives. The local policy impli
cations developed in this report are based on answers to four 
questions: 

What were the original local goals for BART? 
Were they attained? 

Were the original local goals and expectations 
for BART really attainable and/or appropriate? 

If not, could a modification of goals and expec
tations provide a better basis for local policy 
decisions related to rail transit? 

If so, what improvements in the local policy 
formulation and implementation process can be 
suggested to help local communities better achieve 
their objectives for rapid rail transit? 

Local officials should recognize that an analysis of the 
BART experience and its impacts has certain limitations for improv
ing policy-making processes in other regions. Public priorities 
have changed and the Bay Area and BART development are relatively 
unique. Despite this, local decision-making processes have not 
changed dramatically and issues now confronting local officials 
in Washington, D.C., and Atlanta are remarkably similar to issues 
raised in the Bay Area not too long ago. 
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The following three sections summarize conclusions regarding 
the role of rapid rail transit in achieving local objectives; the 
institutional setting for rapid rail transit development; and the 
approach to planning, constructing and operating a rapid rail 
transit system. 

1. A RAPID RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEM BY ITSELF HAS A LIMITED ABILITY 
TO MEET LOCAL COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES 

As the BART experience shows, rapid transit alone will not 
allow a region to achieve all the varied objectives and expectations 
which led community officials and citizens to support such a system 
originally. BART Impact Program results suggest BART has not yet 
been very successful in achieving its objectives, but two qualifi
cations should be added: 

BART has only been in operation five years, hardly 
enough time to assess whether BART can be viewed 
as a success or failure. 

Local officials generally overstated the expec
tations for BART in order to gain public support. 
Further, they did not always implement the kind 
of supportive public policies to complement BART. 

In this light, local officials should make sure that their expec
tations are realistic based on BART's and other new systems' experi
ence and begin planning early to identify appropriate public policy 
strategy to support rapid rail development. 

2. SUPPORTIVE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS ARE CRITICAL TO ACHIEV
ING RAPID RAIL TRANSIT EXPECTATIONS 

The BART experience suggests that metropolitan areas with 
strong local government control and lacking effective regional and 
state participation in transit planning will have a difficult time 
achieving rapid rail transit objectives. Creating a new regional 
agency (like BART) for rapid rail transit development will not alone 
solve this problem, as the Bay Area found. Further, combining all 
transit service under a single regional transit operator may be an 
improvement. But this approach removes any basis f or competition 
and service decisions may be far removed from the local communities 
served by the system. 

A preferred institutional approach would be a combination 
of the following components: 
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Individual transit operators within a region to 
foster a competitive spirit, but with sufficient 
oversight from a regional agency (like · the Metro
politan • Tra:ns.portation Commission in the Bay Area) 
tey prevent direct competition on· individual: routes. 
Public boards of directors· ·for the individual·- t!rans
i t operators should have the responsibility for 
policy decisions and liaison with local governments. 
A regional or state transportation planning agency 
(like the Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
in the Bay Area) with funding leverage over indi
vidual transit operators. 

A loosely structured regional association of 
transit operators to facilitate coordination of 
joint activities such as purchasing, marketing 
and public relations. 

Local governments should retain the option to 
initiate transit on a contract basis, seeking 
bids from various public and private transporta
tion companies. 

The first two of these components are the most essential for avoid
ing problems faced in the Bay Area during BART development. The 
latter two components provide a number of benefits but are not cri
tical to achieving the objectives of a rapid transit system. 

3. SUPPORTIVE LOCAL POLICY ACTIONS ARE NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE 
COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES FOR RAPID RAIL TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT 

For rapid rail transit development to meet community objec
tives, local officials must be involved in each stage of transit 
development. This section briefly outlines the types of supportive 
local policy actions which should be taken at each of five transit 
development stages. 

(1) Planning 

The initial rapid rail transit planning stage is 
where local officials have an opportunity to assess 
whether rapid rail transit is the appropriate choice 
for meeting local objectives and, if so, develop engin
eering and financing plans. Three major products which 
should flow from local officials' involvement are: 

Local and regional plans for land 
use and development, the local 
economy and the environment are 
important inputs to the rapid rail 
transit planning process. 
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( 2) Design 

A transit system plan should be 
developed using the existing Federal 
procedures. At this point, local 
and regional plans are combined 
with specific transportation objec
tives to develop transportation 
alternatives. 

A transit financin~ plan should be 
developed once rapid rail transit 
is determined to be the appropriate 
transit alternative. Financing for 
a rapid rail system should be con
sidered in the context of total 
transit financing for a given region. 

Rapid transit system design is the area where 
local government involvement can be most productive 
and essential. At this point, a region has decided 
to implement a rapid rail transit system, has approved 
a financing plan (including both Federal and local 
sources) and is now ready to begin detailed system 
planning and design. 

Three categories of design decisions--route and 
station location, system configuration and station and 
train design--should be of greatest interest to local 
officials. The process by which these decisions are 
made and implemented should include three basic 
activities: 

., 

Preparing or assembling local land 
use, economic, environmental and 
transportation service plans and 
objectives as a basis for system 
design decisions. These should be 
consistent with regional plans. 

Making system and station design 
decisions which seek to accommodate 
local preferences. 

Taking steps to plan appropriate 
local policy strategies to take 
advantage of transit development. 
Specific steps include: 

Station area and corri
dor land use and econo
mic studies 
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(3) Construction 

Capital improvement 
scheduling 

Joint development plans 

Local design review 

During transit construction, local officials should 
be involved in two distinct types of activities--construc
tion coordination and pre-operations planning. 

Construction coordination is neces
sary where rapid transit construc
tion will take place along existing 
local rights-of-way or near exist
ing residential and commercial deve
lopment. Specific local government 
activities include: · 

Construction planning 

Negotiation of agreements 
between local governments 
and the transit district 

Local capital improvement 
scheduling 

Coordination of local 
capital improvement pro
jects with rapid transit 
construction (joint 
development) 

Pre-operations planning relates to 
specific agreements which should be 
reached or plans which should be 
developed prior to operations startup. 
This local planning effort should 
include four major activities: 

Land use strategy deve
lopment 

Parking and traffic 
management planning 

Facilities maintenance 
agreements 

Transit service coor
dination 
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(4) Startup 

At the point rapid rail transit service actually 
begins, the role of local governments should be dimin
ished greatly. Therefore, the only activities _required 
by local officials are: 

Implementation of public policy 
actions and strategies already 
determined. 

Monitoring system progres-s to iden
tify unexpected occurrences and 
develop new or revise existing local 
policies if necessary. 

(5) Operations 

Although BART has been operating, for almost five 
years, all of the services and lines have not yet been 
phased in (Sunday service and the opening of direct 
service on the Richmond-Daly City line are not scheduled 
to begin before spring 1978) and operating problems remain 
high. Therefore, BART has not really reached the, fifth 
stage of continuing operations and no specific implications 
have been developed. Based on experience thus far, the 
probable roles of local officials will be: 

Monitoring system progress. 

Planning for system extensions or 
modifications. 

* * * * * 

Overall, we have tried to provide some general policy guid
ance to local officials who want to take advantage of rapid rail 
transit development to meet some of their community's objectives 
as well as want to avoid some of the potential problems and dis
ruptions of this development. However, it is difficult to transfer 
insights from the Bay Area to other, quite different jurisdictions-
to avoid implications that are either too general or too specific. 
We have tended to err on the general and more universal side, hoping 
that local officials can use this report more as a checklist in 
structuring appropriate public policies for their own community. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. THE BART IMPACT PROGRAM 

As the first regional rapid transit system built in the United 
States in more than 50 years, the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit 
System (BART) is a potential learning model for metropolitan areas 
now considering .investments in transportation facilities. The BART 
experience is also of interest to the Federal Government in allocat
ing financial aid for local transportation improvements, urban deve
lopment and environmental protection in urban areas. The BART Impact 
Program (BIP) is designed to meet immediate needs for accurate in
formation on the BART investment and to provide input for future 
transportation decisions in the Bay Area and throughout the nation. 

The BIP is a comprehensive, policy-oriented study and evalua
tion of the impacts of the BART system. The BIP covers the entire 
range of potential rapid transit impacts, with major projects cover
ing traffic flow and travel behavior, land use and urban development, 
the environment, the regional economy, social institutions and life 
styles, and public policy. The incidence of these impacts on popu
lation groups, local areas, and economic sectors is being measured 
and analyzed. 

2. THE LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS PROJECT 

The Local Policy Implications (LPI) Project--the final work 
element of the Public Policy Project--is one of three BIP integrating 
studies (the others are Federal Policy Implications and Implications 
for the Transportation Disadvantaged). The purpose of this project 
was to analyze and interpret the findings and conclusions of the 
six major BIP projects described in the preceding section and to 
develop public policy implications in the form of practical guide
lines for local government officials either considering an invest
ment in rapid rail transit or in the process of designing and con
structing a rapid rail transit system. 

For this project, a local policy implication can be defined 
as an improvement in the policy process to enable local officials 
to make more informed decisions about rapid rail transit development 
to help achieve local community objectives. 

The LPI was intended to answer four major questions as a basis 
for developing local policy implications of the BART experience: 

What goals and expectations did local officials 
have for BART development? 
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What policy actions did local officials take to 
realize these expectations? 

What outcome resulted? What was the impact of 
BART (difference between BART and No-BART Alter
native scenario)?1 

How does this eventual outcome compare with local 
officials' expectations? Has BART met local objec
tives? 

The answers to these questions provide the necessary background on 
the relationship between BART and public policy. Specific local 
policy implications are developed by asking the following interpre
tive questions: 

Were the original local goals and expectations 
for BART really attainable? Do other communities 
have similar expectations for transit? 

If not, could a modification of goals and expec
tations provide a better basis for local policy 
decisions related to rail transit? 

If local expectations are attainable, what im
provements in the local policy process can be 
suggested to help local communities better achieve 
their objectives for rapid rail transit? 

3. PROJECT APPROACH 

The approach selected for the LPI project was intended to pro
vide a practical means for assembling and analyzing BART Impact Pro
gram findings and conclusions and developing "policy improvements," 
our definition for local policy implications. This approach required 
six major analytical and review activities. 

Local community goals and expectations for BART 
were identified. Successful completion of this 
task required an extensive review of documentary 
evidence (e.g., the Composite Report, other BIP 

1
The No-BART Alternative (NBA) has been defined by the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission as the transportation system judged most likely to have evolved in the 
central Bay Area by 1976 had the decision to build BART not been made in 1962. 
The purpose of the NBA is to provide a realistic estimate of the net effects of 
BART. A consistent definition of the NBA is being used by all of the projects 
in the BIP. 
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reports, 2 newspaper clippings} as well as inter
views with local officials (e.g., mayors, council 
members, city managers). The product of this 
task was a summary statement of the community 
objectives for BART which, in our judgment, were 
most prominent in the minds of local decision
makers at some point in the BART development pro
cess (Exhibit I}. 

BART Impact Program findinqs were analyzed. Find
ings and conclusions about BART impacts from each 
of the six major BIP projects were reviewed and 
those impacts with potential public policy impli
cations were documented. 

BART Impact findings were clustered by cormnunity 
goal~. This task integrated the independent 
efforts of tasks one and two above. Specifically, 
matrices were used to categorize BART impact find
ings from various projects according to the related 
community goal (for example, findings on local 
traffic congestion as well as highway traffic 
were organized under the objective of congestion 
reduction). 

Policy implications for selected community objec-
,,tives were analyzed. Based on matrices developed 
in the previous task, nine categories of community 
objectives were selected (from an original group 
of 18} to represent most of the BART impact find
ings. For each objective, a number of tasks were 
accomplished: 

Relev~nt public policy literature was 
reviewed to provide a more informed 
basis for assessing the potential 
transferability of BART findings. 

Brainstorming sessions produced a 
long _list of possible public policy 
improvements. 

, . 

-'J;hese . policy improvements were re
searched and refined and the most 
transferable were included in a draft 

· policy .paper. 

2 . 
Primarily MqDoQald & Smart, Inc. , A History of Key Decisions in the Development 
of Bay Area Rapid Transit, Document No. DOT-BIP-FR-3-14-75 (Berkeley: Metropoli
tan Transportation Commission, August, 1975). 
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EXHIBIT I 
Local Policy Implications Project 
BAY AREA COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES FOR 

THE BART SYSTEM 

Local Transportation Policy and Planning 

Provide an integrated transportation system 

Reduce vehicular congestion and the need for highway 
development 

Improve mobility 

Local Land Use Policy and Planning 

Achieve local land use and development objectives 

Use rapid transit to expedite other public improve
ment programs 

Local Financial Policy 

Develop an equitable financing plan for rapid transit 
construction and operations 

Promote local government fiscal health 

Local Economic Development Policy 

Encourage regional economic growth and development 

Local Environmental Policy 

Enhance environmental quality through rapid transit 
development 
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The validity and usefulness of proposed policy 
improvements were tested. The draft policy papers 
prepared in the previous task were distributed . 
to appro~imately 15 local governments, transit 
districts and regional agencies for comment. 
This review focused on determining the transfer
ability of BART findings for other local areas. 

A final report was prepared. Based on feedback 
from local and regional officials, policy papers 
were revised and incorporated in this final report. 

4. ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT 

This final report is organized into three major components. 

First, the introduction outlines the objectives and approach 
for the LPI as well as the organization of this report. 

Second, detailed implications are presented in five chapters 
corresponding with five major areas of local policy (transporta
tion, land use, finance, economic development and environment). 
These five areas were chosen because they represented the most sig
nificant areas of local policy within which the BART findings fell. 
Within each policy chapter, one or more policy papers relating to 
a specific community objective are included. Each of these policy 
papers is organized by the original questions asked by the LPI pro
ject, namely: 

(1) BART Expectations--describing the original local 
community goals and expectations for BART, how 
those expectations may have changed over time 
and the relationship of objectives for BART with 
those expressed by other communities now invest
ing in rapid rail transit. 

(2) The BART Experience--detailing specific BART im
pact findings and conclusions from the six major 
BIP projects which relate to the specific expec
tations outlined in section 1. 

(3) Experience Of Other Transit Systems--outlining 
any applicable evidence from public policy 
literature or the experience of other transit 
systems to support the BART findings. This sec
tion was added to try to enhance the transfer
ability of BART impact results. 
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. "',•,r .. ·., "{ 

. ,,. I ' ·. 
. (5) 

Policy lmplications--suggesting whether commun
ity objectives for BART were or were not achieved, 
whether other communities can ever expect to 
achieve these expectations and, if so, what im
provements in the local policy-making process 

, as we1i as specific local actions could help 
local officials achieve their objectives . 

References--including a list of all documentary 
sources used in preparing the policy paper. 

Thir~, the final chapter outlines overall conclusions of this 
project including whether BART appears to have achieved its objec
tives, the role of institutional settings in rapid rail transit 
development and a time-phased approach for addressing local policy 
issues related to rapid transit development. 
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II. LOCAL TRANSPORTATION POLICY AND PLANNING 

This chapter presents implications for local transportation 
policy and planning with respect to rapid rail transit system deve
lopment. The implications are organized into three sections repre
senting the three major transportation objectives for BART outlined 
in Chapter I: 

Integrate various local transportation systems 
to improve the cost effectiveness of local transit 
service. Implications include: 

Institutional arrangements for transit 
operations 

Methods for coordinating transit ser
vices including schedules, routes, 
fares and transfers 

The provision of new local and feeder 
transit services 

Reduce vehicular congestion and the need for high
way development. Implications include: 

Pricing and auto restraint policies 
for transit service areas 

Parking and traffic management plans 

Approaches to integrating transit 
and highway planning 

Improve accessibility and mobility to employment 
and for the transportation disadvantaged. 
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SECTION 1--IMPLICATIONS FOR PROVIDING AN 
INTEGRATED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

Integration of transportation systems refers to the ease with 
which passengers may move from one system to another and the degree 
to which transportation services avoid duplication. Transport~tion 
planners would call a rail and bus system integrated if transfers 
between them were easy and if the trips served by the system did 
not run in parallel. Examples of cases where the planner's concept 
of integration might be improved are instances where no transfers 
between bus and rail are possible, where transfer information is 
lacking and where bus routes paralleling rail could be reduced and 
rerouted to feed rail. 

Attention to the integration of BART with new and existing 
transit systems was seriously considered only after detailed plan
ning for BART was under way. Stanford Research Institute {SRI) 
gave attention to transit integration at about the time that the 
Bay Area Rapid Transit District {BART) was formed in 1957. In a 
study for the organization which preceded BART, SRI recommended a 
single regional transit authority with the potential for amalgamat
ing existing transit systems. According to a study in the BART 
Impact Program, this proposal was not seriously debated {McDonald 
& Smart, 1975). Only much later, as BART plans became more speci
fic, were major efforts initiated to examine how two major transit 
operators, Alameda Contra Costa County Transit {AC Transit) and 
the San Francisco Municipal Railway {MUNI), might integrate ser
vices with BART. The first effort. was the Northern California 
Transit Demonstration Project {NCTDP) conducted between 1965 and 
1967. The second effort involved two coordination studies, one 
conducted in 1972, and the other in 1974. These studies generally 
paid little attention to the private carrier in the area, Greyhound, 
though there was probably the presumption that much of its service 
would be curtailed. 

The NCTDP and the coordination studies of the early 1970's 
raised specific expectations about integration of BART with the 
services of AC Transit and MUNI. For example, the NCTDP project 
recommended modification and abandonment of 30 AC Transit routes 
in anticipation of BART. Similar recommendations were made for 
MUNI. The later coordination studies again recommended various 
route abandonments, rerouting, transfer and fare modifications. 

Another important expectation about BART and the transit in
tegration was that new feeder services in the outlying areas of 
Alameda and Contra Costa Counties might develop to connect to BART, 
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though later engineering studies were skeptical on this point. In 
1966, BART planners thought bus transit would capture 15% of the 
trips connecting with BART in outlying areas (Quinby, 1966). At 
the time, these were areas largely without transit and there was 
no specific plan for how to provide the service, onl1 the hope that 
BART would somehow be an impetus for feeder service. By 1972, 
consultants examining possible transit systems in Contra Costa County 
doubted transit could compete with the auto as a feeder (Schmidt, 
1972). Thus, early expectations on the possibility of feeders 
springing up to serve BART changed from optimistic to pessimistic 
as BART .approached an operational phase. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

1 

(1) BART-Related Changes In The Route, Schedule And 
Transfer Policies Of Existing Transit Operators 
Were Less Than Planners Had Expected 

The interaction of BART with MUNI and AC Transit 
did bring about certain transfer policies and had some 
impact on routing. In addition, BART probably had some 
influence on the fare system of one operator (AC 
Transit), but has had an uncertain effect on the per
sonnel policies of these operators. 

BART agreed with AC Transit and MUNI, after several 
years of meetings and negotiations, on an interim trans
fer system. The system involves a free transfer one-
way from BART for AC Transit and a two-way, two-part 
transfer ticket for MUNI (Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 
1977). 

Both AC Transit and MUNI made several alterations 
in existing routes to connect with BART (Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell & Co., 1977). However, only one parallel AC 
Transit line was abandoned and AC Transit weekday bus 
miles on transbay lines were cut back 15% as a result 
of BART. Greyhound, on the other hand, reduced transbay 
service by 80 %. After BART began operations, AC Transit 
and MUNI found line-haul ridership losses due to BART 
were eventually offset by use of local buses to get to 
and from BART. 

In the Northern California Transit Demonstration Project study, specific feeder 
routes were proposed for communities in Contra Costa County, southern Alameda 
County and northern San Mateo County. No operator or funding source was speci
fied. However, three possibilities were implied: AC Transit, existing carriers 
(presumably Greyhound or Peerless Stages) or local service (Simpson & CUrtin, 
1967). 
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Another BART Impact Program study examined BART's 
effects on fares and labor policies. Fare policies . 
were unaffected, except that AC Transit probably aban
doned its zone fare system partially in response to 
BART. Labor policies, wages and benefits at AC Transit 
and MUNI appear to have little relationship to policies 
at BART (Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 1977). 

(2) BART Had Only A Small, If Any, Effect On Plans 
For New Transit Systems In Outlying Areas 

A comparison of new transit services feeding BART 
with other new systems in the State of California sug
gests BART was not a major cause of new system develop
ment. Analysis of the public vote and positions pro 
and con underlying new transit in Fremont suggests BART 
was not crucial to the approval of this transit system, 
nor was BART crucial in the failure to develop new local 
transit service in Contra Costa County (Booz, Allen & 
Hamilton Inc., 1977). Transit in these outlying areas 
does serve BART stations, suggesting the presence of 
BART is an important connection for new systems. How
ever, the majority of service (BART express bus service) 
is actually funded by BART. 

(3) Reasons For The Lack Of Expected BART-Related 
Changes In Local Transit Are Largely Institutional 
And Political 

Routes and service levels of existing systems 
were not changed as proposed in early studies mainly 
because operators of existing transit and BART disagreed 
on optimum routing policy (Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 
1977). Study projections on ridership and mode shift 
were viewed with skepticism by operators because there 
was little experience upon which to base projections, 
as well as a general distrust for the planning process 
used to determine appropriate system coordination. 
Also, no outside interests or the press took an active 
role for or against either party, and no compromises 
were discussed on the important issue of how to protect 
the revenues and patronage of existing transit should 
it lose patronage by complying with rerouting plans. 
Further, the development of new transit systems near 
BART in outlying areas appears more related to Federal 
and State subsidies than BART. Other reasons for the 
development of these new systems have to do more with 
the nature of local rather than feeder service. Suc
cessful development appears to hinge primarily on the 
amount and cost· of service to and from local destina
tions. 
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(4) The Decision To Provide Duplicating Transit Ser
vices Depends On The Relat ive Efficiency Of Dif
ferent Modes 

Since AC Transit and MUN I have not done the exten
sive rerouting called for befor e BART was completed, 
it is important to know whethe r or not duplicating ser
vices among the systems h ave resulted since BART began. 
Many planners claim t here is du p lication; for example, 
AC Transit still runs many transbay lines paralleling 
BART. Yet, AC Transit t r ansbay line frequencies were 
cut back as patronage wa s lost to BART, from 59,000 
to 43,000 trips per day, a 27 % decline (Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell & Co., 1977). Ridership increased slightly 
in 1976 and has decreased sinc e . BART, on its own 
merits, did not remove what appe a rs to be a duplicate 
service. Should this service be removed in the name 
of reducing duplication? 

Discussions of whether more AC Transit transbay 
service should be curtailed h i nge on efficiency con
siderations. Those who argue for more curtailment claim 
BART is more efficient t han buses car rying passengers 
for long line haul trips , e. g., transbay routes, and 
that curtailed bus service s h ould be diverted to feed
ing BART, where it carr i es passengers most efficiently. 

However, it is not yet clear that rapid rail, in 
combination with feeder buses , is more efficient in 
many corridors (including the Bay Bridge) than buses 
alone. There is loud controversy on the subject of 
which mode is most cost eff ect ive at which levels of 
patronage. It is not the purpose of this analysis to 
try to resolve the controversy. However, it is import
ant to point to one study comp a ring the full costs of 
BART for a long haul peak hour trip, starting with bus 
feeder and ending in a short walk. The analysis shows 
the same trip on bus alone would cost less (Keeler et 
al., 1975). The full cost o f a peak hour trip from 
Orinda to Montgomery Street in San Francisco is esti
mated to be $6.77 by BART a nd $3.21 by bus at current 
passenger volumes of about 8 , 000 persons per hour. 
Only as trip volumes on BART and buses approach 20,000 
to 30,000 passengers per hour (as might be true when 
BART achieves normal operations) do the respective 
costs of the long haul t rip s to even approach one 
another, on the order of $4.0 0 to $5.00 for the bus 
and $6.00 for BART plus f eeder bus. 
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Study results are indicative of the cost relation
ship between BART and bus transit, but should be used 
with caution in that the assumptions used in the study 
have been severely criticized by BART. Further, the 
results depend on the definition of full cost which is 
subject to some controversial assumptions. These costs 
include monetary outlays, including operating maintenance 
and capital costs subject to interest rates; travel 
time expenditures including costs of wait, transfer 
and travel times, and social costs associated with each 
mode, such as the cost of pollution. 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRP-.NSIT SYSTEMS 

Whatever the rationale for integrating bus with rail systems, 
or selecting only bus, experience in other metropolitan areas sug
gests integration is rarely achieved to the satisfaction of trans
portation analysts and planners in cases where separate agencies 
provide their own transit services. The Lindenwold rail line to 
Philadelphia, when first opened, had no transfer system with the 
existing bus service; parallel bus lines were not abandoned; and 
little feeder bus service existed. On Chicago's Skokie Swift rapid 
rail system, one parallel bus route was altered to provide feeder 
services, but other nearby routes were not altered. In both cases, 
separate agencies operated transit service. Yet in Canadian cities, 
where a single agency operates both rail and bus service, route and 
transfer changes are made more easily (Pratt, 1971). In Toronto 
and Montreal, bus services were extensively rerouted to the new rail 
system, so much so, in fact, that some parallel lines had to be re
instated after abandonment when the rail system became overcrowded. 
These experiences suggest that the institutional arrangement between 
rail and bus operators is an important determinant to the ease of 
integration. 

There are several available options in cases where decision
makers are considering new institutional arrangements between rail 
and bus providers to create improved integration. Three commonly 
employed options (Homburger, 1970), in addition to the most obvious 
--merger--are: 

Tariff associations specifying by contract the 
distribution of Jointly CQllected revenues. This 
is suitable where parties do not compete but make 
end-to-end connections. Example: single airline 
tickets covering different companies. 

Transit communities bound by tariff which pool 
or exchange rolling stock. Example: U.S. rail
roads. 
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Transit federations by which a new federated 
agency is created with power to plan and distri
bute revenues by negotiated formula. Example: 
Hamburg transit federation. 

While merger or other institutional measures may ease inte
gration (and possibly bring certain economies of scale), any insti
tutional arrangement approaching a monopoly risks well known ineffi
ciencies and slow responsiveness and would be extremely difficult 
to implement in an area such as the Bay Area with a strong tradi
tion of independent operators. Of course, many cities have already 
opted for public monopolies to provide transit service. Yet, there 
are cities with rapid transit systems and bus companies where a 
multiplicity of public and private agencies still exists. Where this 
is the case, the literature suggests (Schemmer, 1976) that it may 
be possible to keep such diversity, even foster competition among 
private providers where they exist, and still obtain specified 
transfer and routing schemes. A study of transit service for cities 
in Connecticut suggests it may be feasible for a public agency to 
set ceiling fares, schedules and transfer policies (presumably with 
integration in mind) while encouraging separate bus companies to 
enter the market, bid and compete for certain route service. In 
such a case--operational in Sao Paulo, Brazil--it may be possible 
to gain integration without monopoly inefficiencies. 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The experience of BART and other transit systems suggests 
that effective integration of transit service is difficult, but 
not impossible to achieve. The degree of integration achieved will 
primarily depend on institutional arrangements and cooperation, and 
secondarily depend on specific incentives to reduce the risk of 
changing existing or creating new transit service. 

Cities planning for or already operating rail systems have 
a variety of institutional arrangements for provi ding bus and rail 
service. Thus, policy implications will differ by city. Some cities 
planning and building rapid rail systems already control or plan to 
control local bus systems, thereby minimizing the political problems 
of devising route alteration and transfer policies. Examples in
clude Baltimore, Atlanta, Dade County, Washington D. C., Los Angeles 
and San Diego. However, there are many cities already with rapid 
transit systems and bus companies where a multiplicity of public 
and private agencies provide rail and/or bus servi ces. New York, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston and Cleveland are examples (Homburger, 
1970). 
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(1) Integrating Rail And Bus Systems Will Require 
Formal Or Informal Institutional Arrangements 
That Promote Coordination 

Where separate agencies provide rail and transit 
service, it is unlikely coordina tion studies prior to 
rail startup will alone res ult in agreement in route 
c hanges and transfer schemes. In thi s situation, the 
BART experience suggests compromi se will evolve only 
if decision-makers interact on what proved to be a 
major stumbling block--ways to protect the revenues 
and jobs of existing bus operators after rail start
up . One possible way around thi s p roblem would be to 
c ompensate bus operators, perha p s through a federally 
sponsored demons tration, during some period after rail 
s e rvice starts. This would allow for some experimenta
tion with bus route alignments . Ba sed on the BART ex
perience, it should be possible t o evolve route align
ments which maint ain the patrona ge of existing bus sys
tems. 

Experience in other areas o f t r ansportation indi
cates it may also be possible to bring together services 
of separate agencies by changing ins t i tutional arrange
ments directly. In addition to me r ger , other organiza
tional options a r e tariff associat i ons, transit communi
ties and transit federations. A g r oup o f private agen
cies providing some portion of the servi ce, route-by
route bids for service under a public agency, is another 
option. This approach offers the promise of avoiding 
the inefficiencies associated with i nstitutional arrange
ments approaching monopoly. 

(2) In Plans For The Integratio n Of Bus And Rail Ser
vice, More Line Haul Bu s Se r v ice May Be Warranted 
Than Is Commonly Supposed 

The BART exper l ence shows it i s both politically 
and analytically difficult to arrive at the planner's 
conception of integration. Trans it operators were most 
skeptical of predictions about the effects and merits 
of rerouting bus transit to accommodate rail. Analy
tically, it proved difficult to justify the drastic 
curtailing of line haul bus service a nd rerouting for 
feeder purposes. After BART startup, patronage de
clined on parallel bus lines, but not enough in the 
case o f one public operator to make i t politically easy 
to further c urtail service. It has al so been difficult 
to show a n alytically that there shoul d be more replace
ment of bus se r v ice paralleling BART f o r feeder services. 
In fact, one rec ent controversial s tudy (Keeler, et al., 
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1975) has suggested society would be better off with 
buses serving entire long haul trips, instead of BART 
and feeder bus, at least until travel volumes reach 
over 20,000 to 30,000 passengers per hour. 

Cities planning rapid rail should be most cautious 
about integration proposals, whether or not there are 
institutional and political hurdles to these proposals. 
It may be that rapid rail with feeder bus is justified 
in only very heavily traveled corridors. There is 
enough doubt on the most effective approach to argue 
for incremental development--start rapid rail only in 
high demand corridors, and extend only after demand on 
these routes meets expectations and expansion can be 
justified. Although a large system may be required to 
generate sufficient demand to justify rapid rail, it 
it not clear if and when BART (a large system) will 
gain sufficient demand along various routes to justify 
its cost compared to that of buses. 3 

(3) The Presence Of Rapid Rail In Suburban Communi
ties Without Transit Will Probably Not Be Suffi
cient To Create Local Feeder Service 

Planners originally hoped that BART would spawn 
local feeder transit service in outlying areas where 
it previously did not exist. Although some new feeder 
bus service has been initiated, it was mainly for rea
sons other than BART. While BART played a role in some 
local debates about transit, it appears the success or 
failure of proposals for new local service hinged on 
factors largely unrelate~ to BART. If rail feeder ser
vice is desired in outlying areas, local officials will 
have to take deliberate measures to create it, as well 
as ensure adequate funding, probably in the form of a 
subsidy. 
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1 

SECTION 2--IMPLICATIONS FOR REDUCING VEHICULAR CONGESTION 
AND THE NEED FOR HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

Early BART planners and advocates expected BART to reduce 
congestion and highway capacity requirements that were projected 
for the Bay Area in the absence of rapid rail. In fact, congestion 
reduction was a primary, if not the primary, purpose of the BART 
system as presented to the public prior to the 1962 bond issue elec
tion. In a report to the 1956 San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit 
Commission, consultant engineers with Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Hall & 
MacDonald (PBHM) foresaw future traffic problems as "staggering" 
with the projected population increases of 50% in the 15 years sub
sequent to 1956 (Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Hall & Macdonald, 1956). 
Discussions among legislators instrumental in forming the BART Com
mission often stressed traffic problems. Newspaper editorials ex
pressed hope for congestion relief as a result of BART.l 

Along with reduced congestion, though not as explicitly, came 
the belief that increasing road capacity to meet traffic demands 
was not feasible or worthwhile . or both. This assertion appeared 
most explicitly in the PBHM report to the BART Commission in 1956. 
Here, highway expansion was rejected as a means for congestion re
lief because meeting peak hour requirements was not economically 
feasible. 

BART planners also expected some additional traffic to and 
from parking lots at stations, but did not anticipate any severe 
congestion or accidents associated with this traffic. About 36,000 
parking spaces were originally planned for BART parking lots, under 
the assumption that many patrons would drive to and from stations. 
However, only 18,000 spaces were built in order to reduce develop
ment costs and, in some cases, to respond to the objections of 
cities concerned with preserving neighborhoods, although about 
2,200 additional spaces have been constructed since. 

For example, Oakland Tribune Editorial, June 17, 1959. 
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2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

(1) BART Has Had Only A Small Impact On Traffic Con
gestion On Streets And Highways In Its Service 
Are a 

The effects of BART on congestion have been exam
ined most closely on the Bay Bridge, the main corridor 
connecting Oakland and San Francisco. Here, BART rider
ship surveys indicate BART removed about 7,000 vehicles 
from daily bridge traffic by attracting people from 
their cars. Another 2,000 vehicles per day were removed 
by increases in gasoline prices at about the time BART 
began transbay service. The latter estimate comes from 
observed reductions in auto use on the other Bay Area 
bridges without parallel BART lines. Therefore, the 
total estimated reduction expected on the bridge after 
BART opened Transbay Tube service was 9,000 vehicles 
per day. In fact , the observed reduction was only 3,000 
to 4,000. The conclusion of analysts studying the re-
sult is that the difference, 5,000 to 6,000 vehicles 
per day, represents trips previously not taken, so-
called "induced" trips. While BART reduced some auto 
trips, it apparently encouraged others. On net, it 
reduced traffic by 3,000 to 4,000 vehicles per day in 
each direction. The reduction represents only between 
one and two years of normal growth in bridge traffic 
(2,000 vehicles per day in each direction or about 4% 
of total traffic) , too small an impact to significantly 
affect congestion . Further, bridge traffic has now increased 
beyond pre-BART levels. 

(2) BART Has Caused No Apparent Reductions In Highway 
Development In The Bay Area 

The effect of BART on the development of highways 
is likewise small . A study of BART's role in major 
abandonments or "unadoption" of highway plans in the 
Bay Area, including t he proposed Southern Crossing 
Bridge, shows BART was not a crucial factor in the 
abandonment process (Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 1977). 
In public debates about the Southern Crossing, a trans
bay bridge plan defeated by public vote in 1972, plan 
opponents argued that BART should be given a chance 
before another bridge over the Bay was built. However, 
other arguments against the bridge figured prominently 
in debates and the voter return by county bears no rela
tionship to proximity to BART. In other cases, where 
BART joined or crossed state highways, original plans 
for road capacity were never altered. BART's impact 
was merely to speed up or slow down plans, not to alter 
their basic character. 
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(3) BART Has Caused Some Slight Increases In Local 
Parking And Traffic Congestion 

While BART has caused some slight reduction in 
Bay Bridge traffic, it has also increased local traffic 
congestion in some station areas because of the increased 
number of automobiles traveling to the station. In a 
few suburban station areas, BART-related traffic has 
caused some local congestion and a small increase in 
accident frequency . The most notable safety problem 
has been in Daly City where heavy commuter traffic and 
parking is concentrated along two-lane residential 
streets. A large percentage of residents surveyed near 
the Daly City and Concord stations expressed serious 
concerns about BART's effects on traffic congestion. 
Residents in other suburban areas were less concerned 
or indifferent to congestion caused by BART (Gruen 
Associates and DeLeuw, Cather & Company, 1977). 

Heavy on-street parking in neighborhoods near 
BART stations is also a severe problem at 7 of the 
34 stations. On-street parking is the result of a BART 
parking lot filled to capacity or the lack of any avail
able BART parking facilities near a station. Parking 
overflow tends to be worst at terminal stations (except 
Richmond) and somewhat less severe at other outlying 
stations. In these areas , particularly Daly City and 
Concord, residents were more unhappy about parking over
flow than with any other effect of BART. Residents 
complain that BART-related on-street parking limits 
parking availability for daytime guests and often blocks 
their access to some places in the neighborhood. BART 
has made some effort to expand parking lot facilities 
where feasible, such as sponsoring the construction 
of a parking garage at the Daly City station funded 
by Federal capital grants with some local matching 
funds. 

(4) Reasons For BART's Limited Impact On Congestion 
And Road Building Relate, In Part, To The Local 
And State Political Processes 

The causes of these minimal impacts of BART on 
congestion and road building are several. 

BART may have induced some auto tra
vel at the same time it diverted other 
trips. Experience suggests that any 
means of freeing up road capacity not 
accompanied by restrictions in new 
auto trips will usually induce new 
trips and only temporarily alleviate 
congestion. 
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Research into the interaction of BART 
and CALTRANS, the California state high
way agency, shows the main causes of 
cutbacks in highway plans in the Bay 
Area are the same as those for other 
areas in the state--markedly higher 
costs and increasing political resis
tance to highway building. BART simply 
has not been a factor in this overall 
trend. 

Where BART and CALTRANS interacted 
over joint use of rights-of way, it 
appears CALTRANS generally got the 
facilities it had planned sooner or 
later than what would have occurred 
without BART. CALTRANS also obtained 
most of its preferences on issues of 
cost sharing, compensation for delayed 
plans, slope and landscape mainten
ance, protections for motorists and 
other points spelled out in agreements 
between the agencies. Reasons for 
CALTRANS obtaining its preferences 
have to do with legal restrictions 
on gas tax funds at the time of joint 
use developments; the inactivity of 
outside interests, including the press, 
on agency negotiations; and the skill 
and perceptions of the respective 
negotiators and their use of legal 
resources. 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

(1) Transit Alone Is Unlikely To Noticeably Reduce 
And May Actually Increase Automobile Congestion 
On Streets And Highways 

Studies of other transit systems outside the Bay 
Area generally support the conclusion that rapid rail 
systems cannot be expected to significantly reduce con
gestion, at least for long: 

The effect of the Chicago Skokie Swift 
on its rival highway, the Edens-Kennedy 
Expressway, was to divert about 1,000 
vehicles per day. The line was eval
uated by the Chicago Area Transporta
tion Study, which concluded: "The 
auto trips diverted ... are negligible" 
(Chicago Transit Authority, 1968). 
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The Cleveland rapid rail extension 
to the airport opened in 1968 and 
has been estimated to remove, at most, 
7,000 private cars and taxi trips per 
day to the airport. The diversion 
of vehicles on a parallel freeway 
might reduce the running time of autos 
to the airport by 30 seconds (Wohl, 
19 7 2) . 

In Boston, the Massachusetts Bay Trans
portation Authority's rapid transit 
system into Quincy has been evaluated. 
The Quincy line was opened in 1971 
and impacts on parallel highway traf
fic were monitored by the State Depart
ment of Public Works. The principal 
parallel facility, the Southeast 
Expressway, demonstrated a diversion 
to transit of under 1,000 vehicles 
per day, compared to 80,000 to 120,000 
vehicles in normal service (Metropoli
tan Area Planning Council, 1973). 

Experience with rapid rail systems elsewhere sug
gests some increase in traffic congestion around rail 
stations is not unique to BART. In the case of the 
Washington METRO, citizen objections to parking lot 
plans have reduced the number of spaces built in rapid 
transit station parking lots. Partly as a result of 
this situation, the public is now concerned about in
creased levels of on-street parking near METRO stations. 
The single parking lot on the Red Line fills to capacity 
before 7 a.m. each weekday morning. A daily parking 
fee of $1.00 has not reduced demand significantly. 
Planners of the Altanta MARTA system anticipate parking 
overflow will also be a problem. The Lindenwold line 
experienced sufficient demand for parking lo~ s to cause 
planners and managers to significantly increase lot 
capacity at some outlying stations.2 

Because reduction of highway or street congestion 
is often a goal of not only rail but other transit sys
tems, it is useful to briefly examine some cases where 
congestion has and has not been alleviated by transit. 
Unfortunately, there are few examples of transit deve
lopments with significant and or lasting impacts on 

2 
d · · · h ( h" ) d Base on interviews wit planners at WMATA Was ington, D.C. an MARTA 

(Atlanta), October, 1977. 
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congestion . Experience with the increase of fixed route 
bus service indicates generally small reductions in 
auto use as a result. For example: 

In Los Angeles, experience with in
creasing the bus f l eet indicates that 
tripling the number of buses and cut
ting fares in half might reduce auto 
vehicle miles travelled by less than 
10% (Mikolowsk i et al., 1974). 

Dial-a-ride, a door-to-door transit 
service, typical ly generates no more 
than 10 demand s per square mile per 
hour with 25% or less of the riders 
shifting fr om autos (Higgins, 1976). 

Busway experience shows few riders 
diverted from a utos, generally less 
than 20%, and ma ny passengers making 
new trips (R.H. Pra t t and Associates, 
1973). 

Fare cuts on tra nsit reduce some auto 
trips, but experience shows cuts of 
10% generally r e d uc e auto trip-making 
by only 1.4%, all e lse held constant 
(Charles Rivers Associates, 1968). 

Even around gu i deway systems like 
Group Rapid Tra n s i t (small vehicles 
running at short headways on a net
work of guidewa y s, including off line 
stations) are e xpec ted to divert less 
than 10% of auto trips in cities where 
analyzed, including San Diego, Los 
Angeles and Santa Clar a County, 
California, and Minneapolis-St. Paul, 

' nnesota (Higgins, 1 975). 

(2) Transit, Accompanied By Disincentives To Automo
bile Use, Has Been Mo r e Effective In Reducing 
Congestion Than Trans it Al one 

Current literature suggests that transit diverts 
more auto trips when it is c ombined with disincentives 
to auto travel. For example: 

Experience with cha nges in bridge 
tolls in the range o f 1 0¢ to 35¢ 
shows small impacts on traffic (5% 
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to 10%) without a travel alternative, 
but larger impacts (15% to 25%) when 
a good travel alternative exists 
(Kirby, 1974). 

Transit in Singapore had little im
pact on traffic until a road pricing 
scheme was combined with it. Road 
pricing takes the form of a priced 
permit required for entering the down
town during the morning peak. Then, 
a 46% reduction in traffic occurred 
(Watson, 1976). 

A similar situation prevailed in 
Gothenburg, Sweden, until physical 
restraints on auto traffic were in
troduced--so called traffic cells-
which reduced traffic by as much as 
70% on some streets (Curt Elmberg, 
1975). 

Parking pricing policies combined with transit 
expansion might also reduce congestion, though only 
small impacts can be expected in many cities because: 

From one to two-thirds of all peak 
hour traffic passes through most down
towns, thereby escaping parking charges. 

About 75% of persons driving to work 
in this country have parking provided 
by private employers, thereby limit
ing the effectiveness of price changes 
in municipal lots (Sverd, 1973). 

Revenue or space taxes on private 
lots do not guarantee that charges 
will be passed along to parkers in 
relation to periods of the most con
gestion. 

Where restraints on auto use combined with transit 
are politically feasible to examine, pricing options 
have some advantages worth considering. Unlike physi
cal restraints, e.g., traffic cells, parking bans and 
auto free zones, pricing has a fine tuning advantage 
because it can be adjusted by degree of restraint, time 
of application and even vehicle occupancy. Also, pricing 
generates revenues which can be used to support a transit 
alternative. 
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In the past, pricing mechanisms of this kind have 
generally been unacceptable politically to local offi
cials. However, a combination of factors might increase 
the likelihood of implementing such a proposal in the 
future. 

Congestion in most urban areas con
tinues to grow and pricing appears 
to be one of the few effective means 
for relieving congestion. 

Fiscal constraints at all levels of 
government and the rapidly increasing 
cost of highway and transit capacity 
expansion will make expansion of trans
portation capacity much more difficult. 

Rigorous guidelines set forth in the 
Federal Clean Air Act will require 
some dramatic local actions, many 
otherwise politically unacceptable, 
to achieve compliance. Pricing schemes 
to reduce automobile use would be a 
possible approach. 

Further, experience with the control of traffic 
and parking intruding on neighborhoods suggest permit 
programs may alleviate the problem. Several cities 
use preferential parking systems to restrict parking 
in residential neighborhoods. This practice has been 
upheld by the United States Supreme Court. Reportedly, 
preferential parking has protected some neighborhoods, 
but at the risk of relocating parking problems else
where.3 

3rn California, the cities of Pasadena, Ingle'WOod and Hermosa Beach have employed 
residential permit programs for several years. City staff report much parking 
is relocated to whatever streets or lots are available outside the permit zone. 
Interviews with Pasadena City Attorney, Ingle'W'Ood Assistant City Attorney and 
Hermosa Beach Planning Director, March, 1977 . 
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4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Experience with BART and other rapid rail systems suggests 
several lessons for decision-makers contemplating rail development. 

Decision-makers should not look to rapid rail 
alone to significantly or permanently reduce con
gestion. Thus, where plans for rapid rail hinge 
primarily on the goal of congestion relief, other 
options should be seriously considered. Where 
commitments to rapid rail have already been made, 
certain auto restraint policies--including pricing 
policies, if feasible--should be considered to 
accompany rail development. 

Rapid rail systems can create traffic and parking 
problems around stations, particularly in outly
ing subu~ban areas. Small parking charges will 
probably not alleviate this problem. Preferen
tial permit programs may help, but must be suffi
ciently broad to not simply relocate the problem. 

The BART experience shows rapid rail systems do 
not automatically reduce the amount of highway 
construction. Why this is so depends very much 
on factors particular to the relationship of 
BART to the State Highway Department, CALTRANS, 
and may or may not apply to other areas. Never
theless, joint use of highway right-of-way is a 
possible result of interactions between rail and 
highway agencies and may deserve careful monitor
ing on the part of regional agencies. 

(1) Policies To Reduce Highway Congestion Should In
clude Attention To Combining Transit Expansion 
With Auto Restraints 

Rapid rail systems alone cannot be expected to 
significantly reduce congestion. Therefore, decision
makers and planners must seriously consider what goals, 
other than congestion relief, the planned system is 
to meet and whether rapid rail is the best way to 
achieve them. If relieving congestion is a primary 
objective, much evidence suggests developing transit 
capacity, rail and otherwise, will have small impacts 
on congestion. A more effective approach is combining 
transit expansion with measures which control demand 
for auto use. 
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Some of the most effective ways to restrain auto 
use in combination with transit development include 
pricing mechanisms. These can be fine tuned to the 
problem zone, . period and driver and generate revenues 
for transit. Examples include: 

Where rapid rail parallels bridges 
or highways and, together, comprises 
the main or only alternative means 
of travel in a corridor, peak pricing 
of road use combined with transit ex
pansion will probably increase rail 
utilization and reduce congestion. 
Peak pricing can also be adjusted 
to deal with latent demand for auto 
travel, should it develop. 

Parking pricing combined with transit 
expansion might also be effective, 
if one or more of several conditions 
are met: 

A city might increase 
parking prices, particu
larly for long term park
ers, in municipal lots 
if municipal spaces com
prise a large percentage 
of total parking space 
and if the bulk of peak 
traffic is not through 
traffic. 

Where private lots are 
predominant, space or 
revenue taxes may not 
be effective against con
gestion since there is 
no guarantee price in
creases will be passed 
along to parkers in ways 
related to the periods 
of most congestion. One 
way to ensure the price 
does fall on peak period 
drivers is to require 
priced permits on vehicles 
parked in all lots within 
a congested zone during 
peak periods. 
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.Although these approaches are likely to reduce . 
congestion, they are generally not acceptable politically. 
Therefore, it is unlikely anything can be done unless 
congestion problems are severe and public attention is 
high or such a program is mandated by a higher level 
of government. 

(2) Planning To Cope With Traffic And Parking Prob
lems Around Stations Should Primarily Include 
Attention To Land Acquisition And Preferential 
Parking 

Parking planning policies for rail systems should 
vary by area. Experience with BART and other rapid 
rail systems suggests some specific policy choices which 
may be appropriate. 

For suburban areas--If stations are 
constructed away from residential 
development, large parking lots en
couraging extensive access by auto
mobile will limit adverse environmen
tal impacts. 

For urban areas--Experience suggests 
that parking facilities at transit 
stations should be limited or not 
provided at all. Concurrently, park
ing restrictions and provision of 
feeder transit are necessary to mini
mize adverse impacts on neighborhoods 
and downtown areas. 

Despite the best comprehensive planning and pro
jections for system access, traffic and parking impacts 
are not likely to conform exactly to anticipated impacts. 
Therefore, it is important to develop effective contin
gency plans to account for any discrepancies. Specific 
policy measures in the area of parking include: 

Land Acquisition--If feasible, land 
in excess of what is projected for 
parking lot use can be acquired at 
the time of initial system construc
tion. This policy would allow later 
expansion of parking facility capa
city with minimal difficulty. Excess 
land can always be attractively land
scaped to try to improve the visual 
appearance of the parking facility. 
Such land can also be made available 
for transit-related joint development 
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at a later date if parking demand 
does not increase. This policy is 
reasonable only when dislocation 
of existing residents is minimal 
or not required and local officials 
concur . 

Preferential Parking--In neighbor
hoods where rapid transit-related 
on-street parking is expected, park
ing policies can be established to 
restrict daytime commuter parking 
in the neighborhoods. A local juris
diction would provide special parking 
permits to residents for a fee and 
limit all other parking in the neigh
borhood to a short time period, such 
as two hours. However, caution is 
needed to make the permit area suffi
ciently large so as not to simply shift 
the parking problem to another neigh
borhood. 

Pricing--Parking fees will probably 
have a limited effect on reducing 
adverse parking impacts of rapid 
transit. In fact, the use of a charge 
for rapid transit parking lots may 
increase on-street parking in sur
rounding neighborhoods unless street 
parking restrictions have been imple
mented. The experience in Washington 
shows that a fee (in this case $1 
per day) to park in a suburban park
ing lot will have little or no effect 
on the level of parking. 

Other Parking Restrictions--Local 
governments have a number of options 
for restricting parking in residen
tial as well as commercial areas. 
Some examples are metering, time 
limi tations, parking bans, all of 
which would eliminate all-day park
ing . 

Specific policy measures in the area of traffic 
control include : 
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Streets--Specific alternatives in
clude street widening or other re
construction, changes in location 
and number of turning lanes, strip
ing and creation of one-way streets. 

Speed--Speed limit increases or de
creases can result in noticeable 
changes in traffic flow and conges
tion. 

(3) Policy Planning For Highway And Rapid Rail Devel
opment Should Pay Particular Attention To Joint 
Use Of Highway Right-Of-Way 

The BART experience shows that, organizationally 
or as a physical system, rapid rail systems probably 
cannot be expected to significantly curtail plans for 
road construction. This lesson may or may not apply 
in other states and . areas depending on the status of 
highway plans, their funding, legal constraints and the 
skills and resources of highway and rail negotiators. 

However, as in the case of BART, other communities 
can influence the design, cost and obligations associated 
with joint use rights-of-way by entering into agreements 
with State Highway Departments. Because of the natural 
tendency of highway and transit agencies to negotiate 
joint use based on their perspectives and resources, it 
is a possibility that these agencies will develop an 
amount and character of joint use which are not optimal 
from a broad cost/benefit standpoint. For example, more 
lanes or more elaborate highway facilities might result 
from joint use negotiations than would have resulted 
without rail plans. One way to counteract this possi
bility is for a regional agency to evaluate joint use 
alternatives from the standpoint of costs and benefits 
to the entire region. The BART experience suggests the 
agency pay particular attention to proposed agreements 
which: 

Compensate state highways for delayed 
plans. 

Modify and accelerate plans for high
way development. 

Protect motorists and the state from 
accidents or right-of-way abandonments. 

Allocate responsibilities for slope 
and landscape maintenance. 
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Arrange for purchase of right-of-way 
for transit and highways at later 
dates. 

Joint development of highway facilities to include 
transit use can be a viable strategy for reducing over
all transportation development costs and minimizing en
vironmental disruption. However, planners should recog
nize that accessibility improvements within the region 
may not generally be as high as if new transportation 
rights-of-way are opened. 
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SECTION 3--IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPROVING MOBILITY 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

As one transportation analyst has remarked, "One of the most 
frequently used but least well-defined concepts is that of mobility" 
(Popper, 1976). In transportation literature, one measure of mobil
ity is the trip generation rate (Zahavi, 1974; also Hoel, 1968). 
With this measure, zones, households or income groups are commonly 
assessed for their "mobility" relative to some ideal trip genera
tion rate. Another corrnnon measure of mobility (sometimes called 
accessibility) includes travel times and costs to certain opportuni
ties or amenities, such as employment, shopping or recreation facili
ties (Sweek, 1970; also Wickstrom, 1971). Both approaches often 
preface evaluations of alternative transit systems, in which various 
locations and types of systems are weighed for the amount and travel 
time of trips by purpose, area, or user groups. Recently, the user 
groups of the most interest have included the elderly, low income 
and handicapped. 

Early plans for BART indicate considerable expectations about 
increasing the mobility of Bay Area residents relative to travel 
patterns without BART. BART was expected to "increase the mobil
ity and job potentials of workers, ... greatly expand the shopping, 
entertainment and cultural availabilities open to Bay Area residents 
in the 1970's and 1980's, ... the convenience (of BART) will appeal 
to elderly persons, ... provide improved transportation for those 
without an automobile, ... "(Van Beuren Stanberry, 1962). When in
creases and improvements in mobility were projected, they were in 
relation to existing and projected mobility without BART. 

While general mobility was to be enhanced by BART, attention 
to the handicapped did not arise until well after initial design. 
Handicapped using wheelchairs were specifically excluded in circula
tion design at stations. Only after action by the California Legis
lature in 1969 was access to BART required for the handicapped. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

This section examines the mobility and accessibility impacts 
of BART by analyzing the volume and character of trips served by 
the system. Presented are total ridership, the source of patron
age, the patterns of trips to certain destinations and the usage 
by certain groups. 
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1 

(1) BART Has Caused Increases In Both · Auto And Transit 
Mobility By Increasing The Capacity Of The Total 
Transportation System 

To meet the goal of incre~sing mobility, BART 
needed · to attract as much ridership as possible. How
ever, BART has not met predicted patronage levels. 
According to 1962 estimates, about 260,000 daily pas
sengers were expected to ride BART in 1975. In fact, 
average weekday trips were _about 130,000 in 1976, 
roughly 50% of the forecast. 

The source of ridership is as important to increas
ing mobility as the l evel of ridership. If, as is com
mon, mobility is def i ned as an increase in total trips 
generated in an area , then BART has increased mobility 
somewhat. A 1976 BART passenger survey shows 72% of 
trips made are not new, but previously made by auto, 
transit or other mode (BART, 1976). The remaining 28% 
of trips were not made before BART, but not all of 
these new trips were created by BART. The survey shows 
of 18,300 new trips, 12,800 were made because the trip
maker's residence or job location changed. Only 1,600 
of the trips were not made before because convenient 
transportation was not available. Thus, by the total 
trip generation definition of mobility, 8.8% of the 
new trips are attributable to BART or less than 3% of 
the total BART trips , new and old. 

Aside from effective total transit trip-making, 
BART has influenced auto trip-making, thereby indirectly 
increasing total trip mobility. Taking the daily trans
bay vehicle trips, a BART Impact Program study indicates 
that the slight lessening of auto traffic due to BART 
has induced trips previously suppressed by traffic 
levels. It is not known whether these induced trips 
are totally new, - or diverted from other destinations 
and routes. Assuming these are new person-trips by 
auto and adding them to the new transit person-trips 
previously discussed , it is estimated that perhaps 
10,000 daily person- t rips transbay in each direction 
represent total additional trip-making attributabie 
to BART (Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 1977). This 
maximum contribution by BART to mobility transbay is 
equivalent to about three years of normal growth in 
total transbay trip-making by all modes. 1 

About 3,200 trips per day by a l l modes represent the annual increase in transbay 
travel (Peat, Marwick, Mitchel l & Co . , 1977, p. 118). This should not be 
confused with growth in vehicul ar traffic which, as previously noted, amounts 
to an annual increase of about 2,000 vehicles per day in each direction. 
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Taking the definition of mobility as a measure 
of access to certain opportunities and amenities--such 
as employment, shopping, etc.--BART's impact has been 
somewhat greater than what could have been expected 
without - BART. An analysis comparing transit travel 
times on the present transit system including BART with 
travel time on a bus system likely to have been in place 
without BART shows potential improvements with BART 
in peak and off peak travel time to selected major des
tinations. The improvements average 20% (8.7 minutes} 
for peak period trips from all parts of the region to 
employment destinations in San Francisco, Oakland, 
Richmond, Fremont and other cities. For shopping areas, 
improvements in travel times off peak average 8% (2.0 
minutes) 2 (Blayney and Dornbusch, 1977). For cases 
where travel times are improved, costs to riders are 
from 12% to 30% greater than in the bus alternative. 

(2) BART Has Had Varying Impacts On Mobility For Dif
ferent Communities And Different User Groups 

The measures of mobility discussed above vary 
considerably by area and user group. Looking first 
to areas, a BART Impact Program study (Blayney and 
Dornbusch, 1977) shows transit travel time reductions 
referred to in the previous paragraph range from 3% 
to 18% (1.3 to 7.6 minutes} for work trips to San 
Francisco, Oakland, Richmond, San FranciscoMission 
district and Berkeley, with savings of 28% to 32% (23.5 
to 24.8 minutes} for trips to east Oakland and Fremont, 
respectively. For shopping trips to selected destina
tions, savings range from 1.5% to 12.5% (0.5 to 4.5 
minutes}. When trips from selected residential areas 
to other destinations are analyzed (e.g., El Cerrito, 
Fremont, Richmond, Walnut Creek}, work trip surveys 
average 10% (5.1 minutes) and shopping trips 8.7% 
(3.4 minutes}. 

~hese trips represent mobility gains defined by the BART Impact Program (BIP). 
In this program, travel times are weighted to reflect actual travel patterns 
in the Bay Area. These times are not accessibility measures as defined by the 
BIP, where all origins and destinations are unweighted by actual travel patterns. 
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Looking next at the patrons of BART, the findings 
about use and increased mobility are mixed (Peat, Marwick, 
Mitchell & Co., September 1977). Looking at BART rider
ship as a whole, there are less riders under 18 and over 
45, less minorities and less low income people than their 
proportion in the population. There are more riders 
18 to 45 and more male riders than in their proportion 
of the population. There are less physically handi
capped as well. Generally, these findings ~uggest BART 
is used primarily _by the suburban commuter. 

However, mobility is also associated with new 
trips attributable to BART and, on this measure, the 
young, old and minorities benefit in greater proportion 
than other users. The total volume of new BART trips 
attributable just to BART is not large--about 1,600 
of 18,300 new trips, or 8.7% of new trips, and less 
than 3% of total trips. However, of the new trips on 
BART made by different age and racial groups, it is 
the young (16 to 24), old (over 55) and minorities 
(Blacks, Spanish Americans) who most often make these 
trips because there was no previous means of transporta
tion. For example, 24.9% of those over 65 taking new 
trips on BART do so because no previous means of trans
portation was available, whereas only 5.7% of those 25 
to 34 taking a new trip on BART give this reason. The 
same is true of minorities. Thus, new trips attribut
able to BART--not a job or residence change--are made 
by minorities and the elderly more in proportion to 
their makeup in the Bay Area population than are trips 
on BART taken as a whole. 

(3) Characteristics Of The BART System Are The Pri
mary Reasons For BART's Limited Impact On 
Mobility 

There are many, varied reasons for BART's impacts 
on total ridership, new trips, auto trips and access 
to opportunities by area and user group. 

There are several causes for the short
fall in overall ridership and new 
trips compared to early projections 
and hopes: 

4Another BART Impact Program project suggests the same finding, i.e., that the 
peak conunuter has enjoyed more mobility than off-peak travelers, particularly 
the shopper (Jefferson Associates, 1977). An examination of BART's impacts on 
the social behavior of riders shows BART has stimulated a small increase in shop
ping trips to downtowns, but had more influence on work routines and selection 
of residential locations in suburbs. 
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Mechanical and electrical 
problems have plagued BART 
and prevented it from 
operating at design stand
ards. 

A lack of experience with 
similar systems prevented 
the projections themselves 
from being more realistic. 

Bus transit in the BART 
area has not been rerouted 
to access BART to the de
gree originally planned, 
and some BART parking lots 
are too small to meet de
mand. 

The reason that BART created new auto 
trips on the Bay Bridge probably has 
to do more with the nature of demand 
for vehicle use in heavily travelled 
corridors than with BART. It seems 
likely that any transit system which 
diverts autos from heavily travelled 
roads may only do so temporarily. 
It is the experience of many cities 
that adding road capacity to heavily 
travelled corridors only temporarily 
reduces heavy traffic flows. BART 
effectively added a small amount of 
road capacity to the Bay Bridge corri
dor, about 6% westbound and 3% east
bound in the peak period, which was 
then apparently taken up by new demand 
for auto use (Homburger, 1970). 

There are at least three main reasons 
for the narrow difference between 
the present transit system including 
BART and the bus system likely to be 
in place without BART when travel 
time and costs are compared as a mea
sure of mobility. 

Bus fares are generally 
less than BART fares for 
many competing routes. 
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BART does not offer express 
service, since each station 
along the route is a manda
tory stop. Thus, with a 
capability of top speeds 
of 80 mph, average speeds 
are only 36 mph. 

The No-BART Alternative 
postulates a good bus alter
native, the 1971 bus lines 
increased in service to accom
modate actual 1976 transit 
ridership without BART, although 
this system would not be able to 
handle all the current patronage 
now served by BART and buses 
together. 

There are two main reasons why trips 
on BART taken as a whole are not made 
by users in proportion to their repre
sentation in the Bay Area population, 
even though this is not so much the 
case for new trips attributable to 
BART: 

With respect to the handi
capped, BART has included 
elevators in stations, but 
textured marking on sta
tion platforms are not pro
vided. Also, transit sys
tems serving BART do not 
yet have special provisions 
for the physically handi
capped. 

Low income, youth and 
elderly persons have dif
ferent trip needs than the 
suburban commuter. BART's 
routes and station loca
tions were designed to 
entice the suburban com
muter more than to serve 
the transportation dis
advantaged. 
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(4) Changes In BART And Other Transit Services Are 
Unlikely To Improve Mobility Significantly 

The prospects for improving overall BART rider
ship are difficult to estimate. From the start of 
transbay service in September 1974 until October 1976, 
ridership has changed very little, with monthly aver
ages between 137,000 and 143,000 trips per day. Only 
in the West Bay has ridership grown from 28,000 trips 
per day in 1975 to 37,000 trips per day in 1976, mostly 
due to the opening of the Embarcadero Station (Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., May 1977). Ridership figures 
have been steady in spite of some improvements in relia
bility and the inauguration of some new local and feeder 
services in outlying areas of the East Bay from 1974 
onward (e.g., Fremont, Newark, Union City, Orinda, Walnut 
Creek, Concord and Pleasant Hill). It is not clear 
when more marked increases in reliability and feeder 
transit will take place to allow for further evaluations 
of impacts on ridership. 

There is only a small chance that the auto use 
on the Bay Bridge induced by BART, or any and all auto 
use on the bridge, will be the target of public policy 
action. The Association of Bay Area Governments, with 
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, is study
ing measures to deal directly with peak period traffic 
on the bridge. The study, part of a recent air quality 
plan, proposes $1.25 bridge tolls during peak periods 
and $1.00 off peak, with additional transit. Months 
of public review lie ahead for the plan and its peak 
pricing component and, based on past experience, any 
increase in bridge tolls will not be easily obtained. 

Reductions in BART travel times and fares to en
hance these indicators of mobility are not likely in 
the near term. Adding direct service from Richmond 
to San Francisco is likely (a transfer is now required 
for this trip), but express service bypassing stations 
is not planned. Fare reductions on BART are not likely, 
particularly in light of recent legislative requirements 
that a certain proportion (33%) of operating costs be 
met through fare revenues. 

The prospects for improved utilization by the 
poor, elderly and minorities are not very good since the 
BART route alignment is probably one main reason for 
lesser patronage by these groups compared to suburban 
travelers. On the other hand, to the extent these 
groups use BART for non-work related purposes, the 
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advent of weekend service may be helpful. The handi
capped may find improvements in BART and bus transit 
in the future, depending on how new Federal and State 
policy is interpreted. Recent changes in both Federal 
and State policy will require more extensive provisions 
for the transportation disadvantaged than was the case 
during the development of BART (California Transporta
tion Plan Task Force, 197~). The California State 
Transportation Board has established the following 
State policy guidelines: 

"The elderly and handicapped shall have the 
same rights as other persons to utilize regu
lar public transportation facilities and 
services." Additionally, the Transportation 
Board has stated that, "The legislative 
intent of AB 69 would provide adequate trans
portation service for persons not now ade
quately served by any transportation mode." 

The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 as amended 
(49 u.s.c. 1601, et seq.) stated that: 

"The urban transportation planning process 
shall ... ensure that no person shall on the 
grounds of race, color, sex, national origin, 
or physical handicap be excluded from par
ticipation in, be denied benefits of, or 
be otherwise subjected to discrimination 
under any program receiving Federal assis
tance from the Department of Transportation." 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

Inform2ticn on ridership trends and mobility measured in other 
U.S. rapid rail systems shows some similar and different results 
compared to the BART experience, though evaluations have not been 
as intensive as in the case of BART. Unlike BART, many existing 
systems have shown overall declines in patronage. Like BART, many 
systems generate few new trips. 

Ridership declines se·em to be the case in several systems 
in spite of improvements, extensions and additions. The Cleveland 
Transit system ·ridership fell from 16,490,000 in 1969 to 13,288,000 
in 1971 despite the one million passengers per year added in 1969 
by virtue of the new airport extension. Some of the decline re
flected increases in fares. As with BART, many of the riders on 
the airport extension (80%) were making trips made previously by 
another mode (Cleveland Regional Planning Commission, 1970). In 
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Chicago, the rapid rail line in the Dan Ryan Expressway, when it 
was opened, gathered 38% from buses, 35% from bus-rail trips, 8% 
from suburban trains, with only 6% of the passengers representing 
new trips (Railway Age, 1970). Total ridership as of 1972 was 
below projections, 109,000 vs. 165,000 per day. The new lines 
have shown growth in ridership, but not sufficient to offset 
declines in the Chicago Transit Authority's rail system as a whole. 
The Port Authority Transit Corporation of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey (PATCO) Lindenwold line has differed from these cases. Its 
patronage has steadily climbed from 14,900 on opening day in 1967 
to 142,000 in 1977. As in the case of BART, some of its outlying 
parking lots have been increased in size to accommodate demand. 
Here again, however, the great bulk of trips were not new, fully 
87% previously made by car~ bus and rail (Vigrass, Vol. 72). 

There are few readily available evaluations of rapid rail 
systems on the subjects of induced auto trips, travel time and cost 
comparisons with competing bus systems and mobility by different 
user groups. It is clear that the handicapped as transit riders 
are receiving more attention and that alterations in bus systems 
will be made for them. This, in turn, should make access to rail 
systems easier for this group. However, because low income persons 
in •many cities do not make work trips like the suburban commuter, 
this user group will probably not be well served by rapid rail 
systems designed for commuters. Evaluations of travel time and 
cost comparisons for rail vs. bus systems are most often done prior 
to developing rail systems, not as an evaluation after rail develop
ment. Where user travel time and fares are discussed as mobility 
measures for rail and bus systems, much of the discussion centers 
on appropriate and usable methodologies for local planners and 
engineers (Popper and Hoel, 1976). The subject of auto trips 
induced by rapid transit systems has not been carefully evaluated 
outside of the BART system. 
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4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

(1) Where Decision-Makers Are Considering Rapid Rail 
For Increasing Mobility, Policy Planning Should 
Pay Close Attention To Bus Alternatives And Com
parisons Of Door-To-Door Travel Times And Costs 

When mobility i s defined in terms of travel time 
as well as out-of-pocket costs to riders, the BART 
experience shows the bus system likely to be in place 
without BART compares quite closely with the present 
transit system including BART. Where rapid rail plans 
include express servi ce, average speeds greater than 
BART's, and low fares, these results may not hold. 
However, where BART-like design and fares are contem
plated, the BART experience suggests buses are a close 
competition for generating mobility where travel time 
and costs are the relevant measure. 

Mobility as commonly assessed in engineering 
studies of rapid rail, and the BART Impact Program, 
should probably be supplemented by a door-to-door cost 
analysis of bus, rail alternatives. While BART travel 
times compare favorably with bus travel times, riders 
count not only thi s time, but access and egress times. 
These times are important to users, and when they are 
considered, buses again may prove a close competition 
to rapid rail in the mobility analysis, particularly 
where they are able to work their way into residential 
areas to pick up and drop off commuters. 

(2) Because Increased Use Of The Auto Is A Possible 
Effect Of Increased Transit Capacity, Policies 
Aimed At Auto Use May Need Attention To Comple
ment Rapid Rail Systems 

The BART experience suggests t he addition of new 
transit capacity, rail or otherwise, may temporarily 
reduce traffic levels which, in turn, attracts additional 
auto traffic. From the standpoint of increasing total 
trip mobility in an area, this result may be desirable, 
though it is not clear whether auto t rips generated in 
this way are new trips or trips diver ted from other 
locations and times. If, however, this type of increase 
in mobility is not desirable, measures to control the 
demand for auto travel will need consideration. Some 
possibilities include changes in road tolls where they 
exist or parking pricing at trip ends. (Some effective
ness considerations regarding these strategies are con
tained in the previous section of this chapter.) 
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(3) Where Increased Mobility For The Transportation 
Disadvantaged Is An Important Goal, A Variety Of 
Special Features Should Be Included When Design
ing A Rapid Rail System 

Ridership and mobility analysis of BART shows 
the system is not utilized by the elderly, poor, minori
ties and handicapped in proportion to their representa
tion in the Bay Area population. While this is true 
of all BART trips, it is less the case when new trips 
attributable just to BART are analyzed. In this small 
percentage of total BART trips (less than 3%), the 
transportation disadvantaged have benefitted propor
tionately more than others. 

Policy-makers might consider several ways to in
crease utilization of rapid rail by the transportation 
disadvantaged: 

Early decisions to design for the 
handicapped will undoubtedly be a 
better approach than the afterthought 
given to this user group by BART. 
Signing systems for use by the blind 
is one example of a design choice 
which should be considered early, 
not late in the system planning. 

A much more difficult set of choices 
surrounds the route and station loca
tion decisions of rapid rail and its 
potential use by the poor, elderly and 
minorities. 

It is important to realize there are several sta
tions in the downtown areas of Oakland and San Francisco 
with connections to major bus lines. Assuming BART 
can be reached and is perceived as attractive and safe 
{there is evidence from the BART Impact Program to sug
gest this), this leaves line layout and/or fares as 
possible reasons for low utilization by the elderly 
and minorities. To the extent these groups make short 
trips to diverse destinations close to the urban core, 
it is probably not more, short rapid rail branches which 
should be considered, but other modes such as people 
movers and paratransit. To the extent fares dissuade 
use, consideration should be given to higher fares in 
the peak than off peak since this particular user group 
tends to travel more off peak. BART now provides sub
stantial discounts in fares for the elderly {90%) and 
the handicapped {75%). 
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(4) Since The Impact Of Transit Feeders On Rapid Rail 
Ridership Is Uncertain, Policy Options To Encour
age Access Should Be Incremental And Experimental 

The BART experience suggests that new feeder ser-
vices, particularly in outlying suburban areas, may 
not significantly affect total ridership and associated 
mobility. Many of these services are new and still 
developing, but to date ridership on East Bay lines 
appears very steady in spite of these developments. 
The previous section of this chapter suggests suburban 
areas may require larger than anticipated auto parking 
lots. And, as indicated in the case of the Lindenwold 
line, driving to and parking at rapid rail lots has 
proved much more popular than anticipated. 

Perhaps the lesson from all of this is to be most 
cautious in creating policies to improve system mobil
ity by transit access. For example, outlying communi
ties in a rail network wanting to initiate feeder ser
vices should probably contract for such service before 
starting their own or before annexing to a transit dis
trict. This way, an unsuccessful service could be 
easily terminated. Likewise, modest sized parking 
lots may be provided at first, but with a contingency 
for expansion. Should parking prove more desirable 
than transit feeders, decision-makers will not have 
foreclosed the option of providing expanded parking 
facilities. 
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III. LOCAL LAND USE POLICY AND PLANNING 

This chapter descri bes implications f or local land use policy 
and planning as they relate to rapid rail t r ansit system development. 
Implications are organized i nto two sections : 

General discuss i on of local land use and develop
ment objectives for rapid transit, specifically: 

Revitalize downtowns 

Strengthen urban residenti al areas 

Encourage higher density development 
near suburban transit stat ions 

Use of rapid ra i l transit to expedite other pub
lic improvement programs. 
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SECTION 1--IMPLICATIONS FOR ACHIEVING 
LOCAL LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

At the time· of the BART bond issue vote, it was widely felt 
and reported in the press that BART would help revitalize the down
towns, strengthen older residential areas, and encourage higher ' den
sity development near suburban stations. 

Downtown revitalization was an important BART
related objective primarily in San Francisco, 
but also in the older downtowns of Oakland, 
Richmond and Berkeley. An article in Public 
Affairs Report (Zwerling, 1975) has . gone so far 
as to say that, "The impetus for rapid transit 
seemed to arise not primarily from a concern for 
better transportation, but rather from a desire 
to rejuvenate the downtown retail, busine~s and 
financial districts of San Francisco." Locally 
sponsored transit corridor studies also projected 
substantial BART revitalization impacts in the 
downtowns and these were reinforced by BART per
sonnel and by reports of transit-related downtown 
developments in other cities (e.g., Toronto). 
BART was also designed and often later realigned 
specifically to aid floundering downtown redevel
opment projects in Richmond and Oakland. 

The strenthening of urban residential area~ was 
not an important BART objective in the early years. 
Locally sponsored studies such as the "Economic 
Analysis of the Rapid Transit Corridor Study 
Area" (Development Research Associates, 1967) for 
downtown San Francisco .and the Mission District, 
raised expectations that this objective of neigh
borhood revitalization could be supported by BART. 
In several residential areas of San Francisco, 
Oakland, Berkeley and Richmond, BART-related in
creases in demand for development were expected 
to increase residential renovation and new con
struction activity as well as residential densities. 

The suburban land use objectives of BART were 
never made explicit by local officials, but the 
popular press includes references to a wide range 
of expectations. A huge boom in low density resi
dential development was expected by some people, 
while others felt that BART would foster increased 
densities of residential/commercial development 
near the suburban stations. 
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Given the continuing importance of d owntown and neighborhood 
revitalization objectives, it is likely that public transit invest
ments will continue to be expected to address them. It will also 
be necessary to resist the temptation to overestimate the degree 
to which transit investments can realistically support these land 
use objectives. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

BART's impact on land use in different types of communities 
can be viewed in terms of three major indicators: 

Station area development as reported in "Indirect 
Environmental Impacts of BART" (Gruen Associates, 
1977), and in "Development Aro und BART Stations" 
( BART , 19 7 3 ) . 

Growth and development activity along BART lines 
as reported in Working Papers of the Land Use 
and Urban Deve l opment Project, (Blayney & 
Dornbusch, 1977). 

Changes in land use policy and regulation as re
ported in "The Impact of BART on Land Use and 
Development Policy" (Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 
1977). 

However, as noted in most recent studies, mass transit is 
only one factor affecting travel behavior, accessibility, congestion, 
and the physical environment. These factors, in turn, are only part 
of a larger network affecting potential demand, including investor 
confidence, public policy and the actual development process. 
Therefore, proximity impacts at some stations may be direct and 
iJTu~ediate (e.g., plazas, parking lots, stations). In contrast, 
impacts as a result of accessibility to BART will be far less 
direct and less immediat e. 

Although it is probably still too early to assess the full 
land use impacts of BART, the following impacts have been documen
ted in the research completed to date: 

./ 

(1) Downtown Development And Land Use Policy Changes 
Have Occurred In Response To BART In Most Down
town Areas Served By BART 

BART did play a role in the location and timing of 
downtown development, but it was only one of several 
factors necessary to cause the downtown revitalization 
that has occurred in the Bay Area over the past ten years. 
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In the San Francisco CBD, downtown revitalization 
has exceeded expectations. Planning, zoning, redevelop
ment and public improvement policies were all success
fully combined in an explicit effort to take maximum ad
vantage of BART--to improve the rundown Market Street 
area and to facilitate the expansion of the financial 
district to the area south of Market Street, while pro
tecting the character of viable residential and commercial 
areas to the north previously threatened by downtown expan
sion. BART was instrumental in a $35 million street 
beautification program and also played an important role 
in the development of new downtown zoning provisions. This 
zoning permitted and encouraged major office development 
near the BART stations in areas previously viewed as too 
remote from the financial district center. 

In the Oakland CBD, downtown revitalization has not 
yet been as extensive as in San Francisco, and downtown 
planning, zoning and public improvement programs have been 
far less focused on BART-related opportunities. However, 
BART played an important role in financing several public 
redevelopment projects which have, in turn, been instru
mental in bringing a college campus and two major office 
buildings to declining parts of the downtown. 

In the Richmond CBD, downtown revitalization has 
been dependent on a major downtown redevelopment project 
whose financial feasibility was also enhanced by BART. 
While new development has been limited, the site deci
sion for one major office building (the $30 million 
Social Security building, built by a private developer 
and leased back to the government) was directly related 
to BART because of the Federally required transit access. 
This building alone returns more property tax revenues 
to the city than did the whole project area prior to 
BART. 

Based on the limited experience to date, it would 
appear that BART alone has done little to influence 
downtown development patterns--in part because it was 
designed to reinforce existing patterns, and in part 
because transit systems are but one of a myriad of in
fluences on downtown growth and development. Where 
BART impacts have matched expectations, other public 
policies have been aggressively pursued to capitalize 
on BART and the potential demands had already existed. 
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{ 2) Urban Residential Development Resulting From BART 
Has Been Significantly Less Than Originally 
Projected 

BART has only had a low level o f impact on urban 
residential communities. However, de velopment projec
tions may have been largely responsib le for neighborhood 
opposition to BART and subsequent strong support for 
downzoning and other neighborhood conservation programs. 

In San Francisco's Mission and Glen 
Park neighborhoods, and in Oakland's 
Rockr i dge district, proj e cted increases 
in trans i t-related development con
tributed heavily to successful cam
paigns for downzoning, reduced height 
limits, and revised development re
view procedures to prese r ve the exist
ing neighborhood scale. 

In residential neighborho ods of 
Berke l ey and Richmond, i n itial objec
tives of increased reside ntial densi
ties near BART have now been replaced 
by ne i ghborhood preservation objec
tives as expressed throug h plan changes 
and/or down zonings. 

Based on the limited experience to date, it would 
appear that increased development as a result of BART 
has not been desi r ed by urban residential neighborhoods. 
Even if public policy actions had encouraged develop
ment, it is .likely t hat, where most land is developed 
and where residen t ial/retail demand is already depres
sed, changes due t o improved accessibility are likely 
to occur slowly, if at all. In the few cases where 
residents organized to take advantage of development 
opportunities caused by BART, the expectations were so 
high and the coordination so difficult that nothing has 
yet happened. Another problem has been the lower than 
projected BART pa t ronage in these areas {80% less than 
projected in the Mission). 

(3) Suburban Development Resulting From BART Has Also 
Been Significantly Less Than Originally Projected 

Although some suburban development has occurred 
near BART stations, it is difficult to separate the in
fluence of BART o n development from that of other fac
tors. 
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In areas such as Fremont, where there is limited 
out-commuting and limited BART patronage, the effect 
of BART has reportedly been minimal. This limited im
pact occurred despite substantial vacant land near the 
station and despite zoning incentives implemented to 
encourage higher density residential/commercial develop
ment near BART. 

In areas such as Walnut Creek, where over half 
the labor force corranutes to Oakland or San Francisco, 
the effect of BART on land use may have been greater. 
In these areas, higher density residential zoning has 
encouraged apartment development near the stations, 
and special zoning incentives have encouraged the con
struction of one BART-related office tower. However, 
community opposition to these types of transit-related 
suburban developments has been growing and the long 
term effect of BART is questionable. 

Based on experience to date, it would appear that suburban 
corranunities have been somewhat equivocal about transit-related de
velopment and there have been few major changes in suburban land 
use policy. Since BART follows existing freeway corridors, it is 
difficult to see that suburban land use patterns will be changed 
due to BART without significant changes in other land use policy 
or development factors, such as utility hook-ups, land availa
bility, etc. 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

Experience of other transit systems in North America generally 
reinforces the key findings of the BART Impact Program. 

(1) Mass Transit Has Only Made A Significant Contri
bution To Downtown Revitalization Efforts Where 
It Has Been Supported By Public Redevelopment 
And Land Use Policy 

While mass transit improvements may have facili
tated downtown revitalization, they have not been viewed 
as the principal cause of this revitalization. 

In downtown Toronto and Montreal, studies have 
documented the supportive role played by mass transit 
investments in the strengthening of the CBD (DeLeuw, 
Cather & Company, 1977). Downtown growth has been en
couraged and resulting development has been dramatic. 
But the overall demand was somewhat independent of 
transit, and many supportive policies were needed to 
direct it to the downtowns and near transit. Suppor
tive zoning policies permitted much higher densities 
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(four to five times) near the transit stations, and 
there was considerable public assistance in assembling 
air rights and land and in providing efficient feeder 
transit. 

In cities such as Cleveland, Ph iladelphia and 
Chicago, transit investments have been more incremental 
and land use impacts more difficult to trace. 

(2) Mass Transit Investment Has Had Little Effect 
On Land Use In Older, Established, Residential 
Areas 

Neighborhoods have almost always organized to 
preserve the existing character of t h e community. The 
only land use changes that have occurred in these areas 
have usually been those related to station construction, 
parking, and associated public improvements. 

In Toronto and Montreal, there has been little 
transit-related development in established residential 
neighborhoods--except where assembled and developable 
land was available and public support was strong. 
(There are reported examples in Toron to of 10 to 20 
story buildings clustered around- subway stations and 
surrounded by expanses of older structures from one 
to three floors in height.) However, as noted in the 
DeLeuw, Cather report cited earlier, "Neighborhood 
opposition has been seen to be a powerful deterrent 
to development even when all other factors are advan
tageous." 

In Boston, there have been more examples of 
transit-related development in established neighbor
hoods. This has reportedly been due to the more aggres
sive zoning and redevelopment policies pursued by the 
local governments. 

(3) Mass Transit Investment Has Been Related To 
Several Isolated Examples Of Substantial Land 
Use Changes At Suburban Stations 

Despite examples of land use changes near subur
ban transit stations, intensive station area develop
ment has not generally occurred, particularly at those 
stations with commuter parking lots. 

In Toronto and Montreal, some examples of high 
density apartment clusters at suburban stations can 
be found, but development has been more frequently dis
couraged by the unavailability of substantial vacant 
or developable land. 
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In Philadelphia/Camden, extensive research has 
revealed substantial transit-related increases in resi
dential property values--particularly in the areas most 
distant from downtown Philadelphia ! Research has also 
verified the strong contributory effect of the new 
Lindenwold transit line on related office and apartment 
developments, particularly the latter (Boyce, et al., 
1972). 

In Boston, transit investments have induced some 
development in outlying areas but the system has been 
designed pr i marily to serve existing residential and 
commercial activity centers. Impacts that have been 
reported have been largely a function of transit-related 
zoning and redevelopment actions in areas where develop
ment was supported by other factors (Urban Systems Re
search and Engineering, Inc., 1976). 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Based on recent experience, one should not expect the develop
ment of a rapid t r ansit system to significantly affect the aggregate 
level of residential/office/commercial demand in a region. However, 
one can expect mass transit to have an impact on how and where 
development occurs--particularly in the downtowns and particularly 
where supportive local policies will be pursued. 

Since rapid transit's impact on land use is largely indirect, 
many factors will affect the degree of transit impact. These in
clude the overall impact of demand for high density development, 
the existing congestion and accessibility patterns, projected 
transit patronage, etc. With the growing volume of research and 
information on this subject, it is increasingly important and pos
sible to use this information to be realistic about potential oppor
tunities for land use changes related to transit. 

Past experience suggests that local officials tend to either 
overstate or understate their expectations for transit. For example: 

The most prevalent tendency in the past has been 
to overstate the potential land use impacts of 
rapid transit improvements. This comes largely 
from rapid transit promoters who cite the dollar 
value of increased office/commercial construction 
which occurred in downtown Toronto, Montreal and 
San Francisco following decisions to invest in 
rapid transit. However, the development occurred 
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where it did because the market was there and 
because other public policies supported it there. 
The dangers in overstating impacts include unrealis-
tically raised expectations, inadequate local 
policy support, and missed opportunities. 

There is also a tendency to understate potential 
land use impacts of rapid transit. Rapid transit 
critics cite the limited direct relationship be
tween rapid transit and development for existing 
systems, and also cite the limited development 
which has taken place in most of the BART com
munities. However, the limited development that 
has taken place in the depressed downtowns of 
Oakland and Richmond as a result of BART has 
been more significant than any development that 
has recently occurred in the depressed sections 
of these two cities. The danger of understating 
rapid transit impacts on land use is that local 
governments may be less inclined to implement 
local programs to encourage development in mar
ginal cases where feasibility appears limited. 

Implications for local policy actions related to land use 
effects of rapid transit investment are described below. 

(1) Local Governments Should Project Land Use Impacts 
Based On Market Studies Adjusted For The Varied 
Experience In Jurisdictions Which Have Undertaken 
Major Rapid Transit Investments 

Widely varying circumstances in different communi
ties have affected the relationships between rapid 
transit investment and land use. Research on these 
varying relationships could be an important input to 
local officials responsible for projections of rapid 
transit-related development. Based on recent experi
ence, a number of generalizations can be made for poten
tial rapid transit effects on three types of areas: 
the downtowns, the urban residential communities and 
the suburbs. 

The downtown areas--The downtown areas 
generally present the most potential 
for increased development related to 
rapid transit. However, rapid transit 
alone does not "cause" development in 
the downtowns, nor does it "prevent" 
decentralization to the suburbs. 
Where downtowns are already developed 
with established freeway and transit 
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systems, the effects of additional 
rapid transit investments alone are 
l ikely to be minimal and incremental. 
Where downtowns are in transition, 
or where they have restricted or con
gested automobile access and where 
t he rapid transit system is designed 
t o substantially affect travel behav
i or or improve accessibility, the 
opportunities for land use change will 
be greater. However, if mass transit 
i nvestments are to significantly 
s trengthen the downtowns, the invest
ment must be planned with this in mind 
a nd it must be supported by coor
dinated local land use policy (examples 
of appropriate policy actions are 
discussed in the next section). 

The urban residential areas--The 
u rban residential areas generally 
p resent the least potential for land 
use effects related to rapid transit. 
Where urban residential areas have 
e stablished land use patterns, good 
t ransit systems and good accessi
b ility to major activity centers, 
new rapid transit investments may 
do little to attract new transit 
p atrons or change accessibility pat
t erns and land use. Transit invest
ment in these cases may actually 
p rove to be an important catalyst 
t o neighborhood conservation initia
t ives. 

Where these neighborhoods have poor 
a ccess or poor transit service, and 
where there are marginal uses and 
a vailable developable land, the poten
t ial for land use change will be 
g reater. However, even where the 
demand can be realistically projected, 
t here are likely to be few transit
r elated land use changes unless there 
is substantial community and political 
s upport (and little opposition), and 
u nless the potential changes are sup
p orted by strong market demand and 
public policy. 
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The suburban areas--The potential 
for transit-related land use effects 
in suburban areas will probably be 
the most difficult to project based 
on recent experience. Where rapid 
transit improvements reinforce exist
ing automobile or transit corridors, 
changes in land use related to transit 
will probably be less than where new 
corridors are established or where 
rapid transit substantially affects 
accessibility or corridor capacity. 
Even where adequate market forces 
can be projected, the outcomes are 
liable to depend heavily on the avail
ability of developable land, commun
ity support for higher density uses 
near transit, and the adequacy of 
local policy support. 

(2) Alternative Transportation Improvement Strategies 
Should Be Analyzed I'n The Context Of Local And 
Regional Land Use Strategies 

In conducting the Federally required "Alternatives 
Analysis," local officials should consider the extent 
to which rapid transit investment can help further local 
land use objectives or specific implementation tools 
such as public redevelopment. It is particularly im
portant to consider the likely extent to which govern
ments will support rapid transit investments with other 
public policies such as capital improvements, land 
assemblage, special zoning incentives, or downzoning 
and special neighborhood conservation programs. 

There may be many alternative transportation strat
egies available to reduce congestion and improve accessi
bility. Each of these strategies may have different 
potentials for affecting land use and urbanization pat
terns. These relative potentials should be explicitly 
considered and measured in comparing transportation 
improvement strategies. 

For the downtowns, mass transit im
provements, or at least transporta
tion improvements, may be necessary 
to facilitate downtown growth or re
vitalization or to reverse decentral
ization trends. However, these im
provements may not be sufficient to 
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stimulate these changes in the down
towns. Therefore, the relative im
portance of alternative transporta
tion policies should be evaluated 
in the context of different approaches 
to downtown revitalization. 

For the urban residential areas, al
ternative transportation improvement 
strategies are likely to have differ
ent implications for neighborhood 
conservation or revitalization strat
egies. Some strategies may do more 
to directly affect accessibility or 
land use while others may indirectly 
stimulate corranunity involvement in 
conservation programs. 

For the suburban areas, the develop
ment of rapid transit is likely to 
play only a minor role in the develop
ment of outlying areas with automobile 
transportation and other factors being 
much more important. However, where 
a demand for higher density residen
tial and corranercial uses exists, it 
may be useful to consider the degree 
to which transit investments can be 
used to direct the location of these 
developments. It would also be desir
able to determine whether many subur
ban land use objectives cannot be met 
by much less expensive transit invest
ments than fixed rail. 

(3) Alternative Rapid Transit Route Alignments And 
Station Locations Should Be Considered In Light 
Of Local And Regional Land Use Objectives 

During the rapid transit system planning phase, 
it is important to assure system design and supportive 
transportation policy (e.g., feeder transit) which can 
maximize the desirable rapid transit effects on acces
sibility and travel behavior. Station locations and 
route alignment have an obvious impact on a rapid transit 
system's ability to affect accessibility and travel be
havior, and engineering and cost considerations should 
not be the only determinants of station and route deci
sions. 
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Past experience indicates that local and regional 
land use objectives may deserve a larger role than they 
have been given in the past. This may require a dif
ferent organizational framework than was used for BART 
in the Bay Area, with greater local participation in 
some form of regional structure considering alternative 
route alignments and station locations. 

Basic route alignment decisions will 
significantly affect transit's impact 
on land use patterns. Alignments 
can be designed to support existing 
transportation investments and exist
ing activity concentrations or they 
can be designed to open up new areas 
or strengthen depressed areas not cur
rently served by adequate transporta
tion investments. In each case, gains 
in accessibility will be different, 
as will land use impacts. 

Station location decisions may also 
have a considerable influence on the 
extent of station area development, 
and this factor should be a considera
tion from the beginning. Stations 
located near large developable par
cels will obviously provide more 
support for changes in land use and 
more intensive development near the 
station. 

The station design has also been 
found to be a critical factor. Sta
tions surrounded by extensive park
ing lots or isolated by other bar
riers, e.g., freeways, are much less 
supportive of development opportuni
ties than are stations which can be 
more easily linked physically and 
visually with developable sites. 
However, reductions in parking lot 
size, while encouraging development, 
would likely reduce accessibility. 
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(4) Prior To Rapid Transit Construction And Operat ion, 
Communities Should Conduct Deta i led Station Area 
Land Use Studies And Develop Specific Implementa
tion Strategies Where Appropriate 

It is important to clarify sys t emwide land use 
strategies at an early date. Developing suc h a strategy 
may be difficult. 

Most land use decision- ma king processes 
include the involvement of multip le 
local and regional jurisd i ct i ons and 
agencies, many with competing objec
tives. 

A crisis-oriented local governme nt 
will probably find i t di f f icult to 
devote sufficient resources to the 
planning studies needed t o determine 
the most effective trans i t -re lated 
land use strategy. 

The lack of sufficiently detailed p l a n s is likely to 
result in unrealistic expectations i n policy-makers, 
in difficulty in developing needed community c onsensus 
on an action program, and in a de layed c ommitment to 
specific transit-related land use object ive s . This, 
in turn, can result in inappropr i a t e public policy 
response, if any, and missed opportun ities. 

Experience in the Bay Area suggests that without 
outside support or requirements for transit-related 
planning studies, they may not be c ompleted in a timely 
manner. Federal assistance {primarily HUD grants) pro
vided an important stimulus to these s t udies i n the 
1960's and early 1970's, but t hese gra n ts are declining 
and other types of support may be needed in the future. 
Given limited planning resources , it may be desirable 
for the responsible regional planning a ge ncy t o conduct 
a reconnaissance study to determi ne t he relative poten
tials and desirabilities of land use c hanges at each 
station location. This study s hould the n be used as 
a tool to allocate limited resources which may be avail
able for more detailed station a r e a land use studies. 

Given the relatively limited i mpact that rapid 
transit usually has on land u se i n es t a blished areas, 
more detailed planning stud i es should focus on station 
areas where land use changes are mos t desirable and 
where these changes are most likely to be supported 
by market demands. 
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(5) Where Appropriate, Public Policy Implementation 
Strategies Should Be Pursued Once Route Alignment 
And Station Locations Have Been Determined 

Because of the indirect relationship between rapi d 
transit and land use, mass transit investments, at best, 
represent opportunities to affect land use and urban 
development patterns--they do not alone "cause" impacts. 
Therefore, local policy~makers must decide whether and 
how to take advantage of these opportunities and how 
to use the land use policy tools available. Without 
aggressive use of local land use policy, experience 
in the San Francisco Bay Area and elsewhere suggests 
that rapid transit's impact on land use and urban devel
opment may be minimal. 

In the downtowns, rapid transit can 
significantly affect accessibility 
and travel behavior, but it will 
often be necessary to improve the 
downtown's physical environment and 
alleviate land assemblage problems 
if significant private development 
is to occur. Given the frequently 
deteriorated physical environment 
and the often fragmented land owner
ship patterns in the downtowns, ag
gressive joint development by the 
transit district and local governments 
may be essential to the realization 
of downtown improvement objectives. 
The four most important aspects of 
such a joint development policy 
appear to be public improvements, 
land acquisition, marketing and zon
ing incentives near transit. 

In urban residential areas which are 
stable and fully developed without 
vacant or underutilized lands and 
in areas which are depressed and have 
limited improvements in accessibility, 
transit-related changes may be neither 
desirable nor likely. Where these 
patte1;ns exist, <;>f ~.:!,~4- ~l-s ~~1!'ay w~sh 
to quickly reaff irrr\'~ his direction 
by recommending zoning and public 
improvement policy which helps main
tain the area's existing scale and 
character. Although rezoning may 
not appear to be necessary at an 
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( 6) 

early date, the lack of such action 
is almost certain to provoke neigh
borhood opposition to (or reduce 
support for) the proposed rapid 
transit investment. 

In urban residential areas where devel
opable land is available and where 
potential demand already exists or 
will be strengthened by accessibility 
improvements, land use changes may 
be both desirable and possible. Local 
officials must be prepared to move 
aggressively to capitalize on the 
potential opportunities of rapid 
transit. Adequate resources must 
first be allocated to studies involv
ing the conununity in the evaluation 
of realizable land use alternatives. 
Adequate resources must then be made 
available to support the appropriate 
combination of zoning, redevelopment, 
and public improvement programs. The 
greatest danger is the tendency to 
overestimate transit impact and there
fore underinvest in an implementation 
strategy. 

In suburban areas, land speculation 
may be the most significant impact 
of rapid transit investment. Some 
communities have found it useful to 
provide development incentives through 
the conditional permit procedure in 
order to assure that development pro
ceeds once it is approved. Assistance 
with land assemblage as well as res
trictive zoning away from the station 
are likely to be the most effective 
in encouraging higher density deve
lopment to cluster near rapid transit 
stations. 

The Appropriateness Of Particular Land Use Policy 
Tools Will Depend On The Characteristics And Ob
jectives Of Each Jurisdict~on 

Local governments have employed four principal 
tools in their efforts to implem~nt land use policy 
related to rapid transit investment--public improve
ments, zoning, land assemblage and marketing. The most 
frequently and effectively employed has been a public 
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improvement or beautification program near transit sta
tions. Zoning has also been used effectively to pro
vide incentives for development near stations, to pro
vide restrictions away from transit or to provide special 
compatibility guidelines for transit-related development. 
Zoning has been most effective where substantial demand 
and development opportunity already existed. Assistance 
with land assemblage has proven to be critical where 
large developable parcels were not available. Market
ing has proven particularly effective with Federal agency 
development (which is often required to be near transit) 
and other public or institutional development. Examples 
are provided below: 

Public improvements are clearly an 
essential tool for encourging mass 
transit-related land use changes. 
They are needed to change the nature 
of the public spaces (streets, side
walks, plazas), but they are also 
needed to demonstrate public commit
ment and encourage private investment 
in the area. They are particularly 
important in marginal or declining 
areas which are not viewed as desir
able or safe for development. 

However, governments are operating 
under increasing fiscal constraints. 
Without outside assistance for match
ing funds, transit-related public 
improvements may be reduced in the 
future. Experience in the Bay Area 
suggests that such a reduction could 
have a significant impact on rapid 
transit's ability to support local 
land use policy. 

In the 1970's, the situation may be 
further aggravated by the reduction 
in Federal and state matching grants 
for public improvement and beautifica
tion programs. While tax increment 
financing and special assessment dis
tricts can be an effective device for 
financing public improvement projects, 
Bay Area experience suggests that 
they must be matched by substantial 
up-front inve~tments from local, state 
and Federal governments if adequate 
improvements and incentives are to 
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result. The proposed Urban Develop
ment Action Grants (UDAG's) may prove 
to be an important tool now and in 
the future. The HUD sponsored UDAG 
grant program provided $400 million 
in 1978 to local governments to fund 
public improvement projects in urban 
areas where commitments for signifi
cant private placement in the project 
(five to six times total public invest-
ment) are made. 

Land acquisition is obviously one of 
the most important land use policy 
tools in the area of joint develop
ment. This is due to the frequent 
need for land assemblage assistance 
in already developed areas. 

Experience in the Bay Area suggests 
that the use of redevelopment in the 
downtowns was greatly assisted by 
the use of "local credit" from mass 
transit investments. These local 
credits are no longer available through 
redevelopment funding. The transition 
to community development block grants 
has meant that available redevelopment 
resources tend to be divided up among 
cormnunities and spent incrementally 
on smaller, more immediate, projects. 
If redevelopment is to be a useful 
joint development policy tool for 
mass transit, an alternative funding 
source will probably be necessary. 
Again, tax increment financing or 
value capture may have some potential 
application, but substantial matching 
public funds will probably be needed 
to support land assemblage efforts. 
Urban Development Action Grants may 
again prove useful. 

Joint development marketing (local 
governments or redevelopment agencies 
using BART aa .-~an argument .. in their 
efforts to market their city to deve
lopers, private companies or other 
public agencies) has also proven to 
be an important tool related to deve
lopment near mass transit. However, 
its effectiveness has been limited, 
in part, to the good faith cooperation 
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SECTION 2--IMPLICATIONS FOR USING RAPID TRANSIT 
TO EXPEDITE OTHER PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

The use of rapid transit investment to leverage or support 
other public improvement programs was not an explicit objective dur
ing the early BART planning phase. However, immediately prior to 
the BART bond issue vote in 1962, a citywide citizens' planning or
ganization in San Francisco presented a comprehensive program for 
the beautification of Market Street in conjunction with the construc
tion of BART. Soon after, other jurisdictions began focusing on 
the use of BART to help construct local public improvements and to 
help provide local matching contributions for other funding sources 
such as state grade separation grants and Federal urban renewal 
grants. Negotiations over the financing of transit-related local 
public improvements were often one of the major factors in the con
tract talks between local governments and BART. In other regions 
the importance of public improvement objectives will likely depend 
largely on financial arrangements, institutional structures and the 
use of matching grant approaches to public investment. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

One of BART's greatest perceived benefits has been expedited 
local public improvement programs (Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc., 
Land Use, etc., 1977). In addition to the improvements constructed 
directly by BART, other local BART-related improvements included 
street realignments, plazas, landscaping, parks, grade separations, 
other transportation facilities, etc. (Gruen & Associates, 1978). 
Many of these improvements, ranging from a $35 million Market Street 
beautification project in San Francisco to minor landscaping, have 
also had important secondary impacts on land use and the environment 
along route alignments and at the stations (Gruen & Associates, 1978). 

BART's positive effect on these improvements has been due to 
several factors: 

BART focused public attention on the station 
areas, the alignments and the environmental or 
public facility problems of each area. There
fore, voter and merchant support was more evi
dent than is often the case for public improve
ments such as plazas and street beautification. 
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BART created public improvement opportunities 
through the land acquisition and construction 
process. These opportuni t ies were substantial 
enough to convince public officials, merchants 
and residents of the need for positive action. 
Further, t hese opportunities were not being 
created elsewhere in the Bay Area (an example 
being the original $24 million bond issue for 
Market Street beautification). 

BART provided direct financial assistance for 
the construction of many transit-related public 
improvements. These improvements were not often 
noted in plans prior to BART, but would most 
likely have been built without BART assistance 
(an example being the grade separated railroad 
crossing and malls in ·Richmond). 

BART provided indirect financial support since 
its own capital investments could be used as 
eligible local shares for matching State and 
Federal grants. These included substantial sums 
that local government would have otherwise had 
to provide (examples include redevelopment pro
jects, beautificati6ff projects, and grade separa- ' 
tions and rail crossings). 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

Experience with other rapid transit investments also suggests 
the important spin-off effect of major public improvement projects 
which, in turn, have both dire-c t:' •and indirect impacts on •land use. 
However, it is unclear how important a role the · rapid transit in
vestment has played in these transit-related public improvements 
outside the Bay Area. 

In Boston, studies of· recent and planned exten
sions of rapid transit facilities have emphasized 
the critical role of public improvements in maxi-· 
mizing the benefits of public transit investments. '' 
Public redevelopment has been the prime example 
in areas such as Malden and Quincy, while corranun
ity development funded projects are becoming more 
important in areas such as Somerville. 

In Toronto and Montreal, major public investment 
projects were initiated in conjunction with rapid 
transit. 
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4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Recent experience in rapid transit development shows that 
transit-related public improvements are important benefits of transit 
development that should be planned and constructed in close coordina
tion with the rapid transit system itself. Although these public 
improvements were not an explicit objective or expectation of BART, 
their success and importance indicates that it would be worthwhile 
to consider them more explicitly in future transit system develop
ments. 

(1) When Comparing Alternative Transit Improvement 
Strategies, The Potential For Related Public 
Improvements Should Be Considered 

Too often, transit-related public improvements 
have been considered as ~desirable spin-offs rather than 
as an integral part of each transit improvement alterna
tive. The environment and land use benefits, which 
public officials feel their communities have gained 
from these improvements, are so significant that joint 
planning and programming from the beginning could help 
maximize the potential benefits. For this to happen, 
local governments cannot depend on the regional transit 
agency; local officials must, in addition, pursue joint 
planning and programming themselves. 

(2) The Public Improvement Implications Of Alterna
tive Route And Station Locations Should Be More 
Fully Considered Than They Have Been In The Past 

Route alignments and station location decisions 
have often been made on the basis of engineering and 
construction costs alone. In the future, these import
ant decisions should involve a more complete analysis 
of the public improvement implications of each alterna
tive. Federal policy on this issue should be closely 
adhered to since this consideration alone can sometimes 
swing the balance of evidence to a different alterna
tive.l In the past, these decisions have often been 
made without sufficient input or coordination from the 
local government or agency involved. Therefore, it 
may often be necessary to form joint planning or devel
opment organizations to do more than simply provide 

1
Al'l example of this was the station location dispute in Richmond, california, 
where a city study of public improvement implications and costs proved to be a 
primary decision-making factor. 
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liai son wi t h t he organ i zation responsible for transit 
s y s t em p l anning . The se j o i nt development organizations 
must be able to effectiv e ly orchestrate the full range 
of decisions which mus t be mad2 for joi nt development 
to occur at s tation l o c a tions . 

(3) A Major Problem I n Local Government/Transit Devel
opment Coord ina tion Has Been The Programming And 
Cons truction Of Transit-Related Public Improvements 

Once transit decisions are finalized, transit 
system construction can of t en proceed faster than local 
governments can p roceed with the final planning, pro
gramming, and construction of transit-related public 
improvemen t s.3 Since one of the negative effects of 
rapid transit investment is often the prolonged con
struction period, improved coordination of construction 
projects should be pursued to assure that related pub
lic improvements do not unnecessarily extend this 
period. This coordinatio n could be accomplished by 
assigning respons i b i l ity for these projects to one 
agency or to a more effective coordinating body or 
joint development a u thority, such as was done in Toronto 
and attempted in San Fr anc isco. 
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IV. LOCAL FINANCIAL POLICY 

This chapter outlines policy implications for the financing 
of a regional rapid rail transit system. Two specific financial 
issues are considered: 

Financing of the rapid rail transit system-
equity considerations. 

The impact of transit system financing on other 
public agencies--local governments and other 
transit districts. 
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SECTION 1--IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING AN EQUITABLE 
FINANCING PLAN FOR 

RAPID TRANSIT CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONS 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

Equitable financing for a public investment can be defined 
as the allocation of investment costs to individuals both in pro
portion to the benefits received and in proportion to their ability 
to pay. Neither of these two dimensions emerged as a major issue 
when the financial plan for BART was developed, primarily because: 

Concern with equity in taxation was mainly con
fined to academics and empirical evidence of the 
regressive nature of local taxation was largely 
unavailable {Hoachlander, 1976). 

The original BART financing plan assumed that 
the $792 million bond issue would cover all of 
the construction costs and fare box revenues 
would more than adequately cover operating ex
penses. 

BART was conceived as a significant transportation and econo
mic benefit to the entire Bay region. This early perception over
rode the recurring concern that the benefits and costs were not 
evenly balanced throughout the region. Equity, however, as it re
lates to all forms of public investment and taxation, has become 
a more visible issue in the 1970's than it was in the early 1960's 
when BART was being planned. Further, BART construction was funded 
almost entirely through local property tax revenues. Because of 
the availability of sizeable Federal grants for rapid rail construc
tion, other areas are unlikely to use the BART financing approach. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

Although a concern for equitable financing of transit systems 
was an academic issue in 1962, equity became a widely discussed 
issue, in part because of the publicity that arose when the comple
tion of the BART system was ~hreatened due to major cost overruns 
and a subsequent lack of funds. Proposing a 10¢ Bay Bridge toll 
increase, a State senator representing San Francisco indicated that 
it appeared reasonable to "obligate the source of our transporta
tion problem--the automobile" {San Francisco Examiner, March 30, 
1967). The toll increase plan was countered by Governor-supported 
proposals to levy a half-cent sales tax in all three BART counties. 
The sales tax was vigorously opposed on "equity" grounds, with a 
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local United States congressman maintaining that a sales tax would 
be "grossly unfair" to those who "will not be direct beneficiaries 
of BART service" (San Francisco Examiner, February 8, 1969). The 
sales tax was also resisted strongly by San Francisco officials, 
who favored instead · a combination of bridge toll and in-lieu (auto 
registration) tax increases. Then San Francisco Mayor Alioto 
challenged the sales tax on the grounds that it imposed the added 
cost of transit on "those least able to afford it, and would 
aggravate what is already an inequitable tax structure" (San Fran
cisco Chronicle, February 5, 1968). 

The sales tax, however, was politically acceptable, easy to 
administer, and had the potential of increasing as regional sales 
increased and thus could increase more rapidly and painlessly than 
any other revenue source (including that of higher fares which would 
tend to reduce patronage). Strict consideration of equity could 
have placed a heavy, steady and very noticeable burden on a select 
few (namely, Bay Bridge travelers and auto owners). This approach 
was abandoned in favor of a sales tax that provided good growth 
potential and amounted to a lighter and less noticeable burden on 
everyone. 

Thus, the real concern over both benefit/cost and ability 
to pay equity seemed to come about as the public became aware of 
the huge, unforeseen costs through sales taxes and additional bond 
issues which now had to be borne in addition to the original tax 
burden. 

The Economics and Finance Project of the Bart Impact Program 
documented the distribution of BART's tax burden as follows: 

Approximately 67% of the tax burden for system 
construction and operations falls primarily on 
households; less than half of the remaining tax 
burden falls on businesses, although a primary 
BART objective was to revitalize downtown busi
ness areas (McDonald & Grefe, Inc., 1978). 

Lower income families pay about three times as 
much in sales and property taxes in relation to 
their income as higher income families (McDonald 
& Grefe, Inc., 1978). 

Significant portions of BART operating costs are 
being financed by individuals who do not use BART. 

There were several apparent reasons for these impacts: 

Initially, little emphasis was placed on issues 
of equity in developing the BART financing struc
ture. 
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Secondly, when issues of equity did arise during 
BART's financial crisis, the issues were addressed 
in an atmosphere of extreme pressure and contro
versy. Consequently, the most politically accept
able but not necessarily the most equitable solu
tion was adopted. 

The distribution of benefits in relation to costs became an issue 
only when cost overruns and operating deficits became apparent. 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

The traditional approach to equity in transit financing has 
been to look at aggregate benefits in comparison to total costs. 
By definition, this approach overlooks the distribution of the bene
fits and costs among various social, economic, and geographic groups. 
Syrnick and Harvey d~scribe the results of examining the distribu
tion of benefits and costs among various "user districts" of the 
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 1985 Transportation 
Plan for the Philadelphia Metropolitan Area. Essentially, their 
analysis showed that there were significant differences in net user 
benefits among various districts of users. Syrnick and Johnson 
further implied that net benefits could not be generalized solely 
on the basis of income or geography but that each proposed transit 
user district had to be examined as an individual entity. Thus, 
if equity is to be an objective, benefits and costs must be computed 
on a localized basis. 

The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 significantly reduced 
the magnitude of the cost of transit system construction to be funded 
by local governments. The new Federal policy has not, however, 
been generally accompanied by financing innovations at the local 
level. For example, the $200 million local share of the $2 billion 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) system will 
be paid for by a local sales tax, probably the most regressive form 
of taxation. The Metropolitan Dade County transit system will be 
financed from the proceeds of general obligation bonds matched by 
state general revenues. One notable exception to the traditional 
financing schemes appears to be the Baltimore system where local 
funds come from state sources comprising pooled motor vehicle and 
gas tax revenues. 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

In determining the policy implications of BART for equitable 
financing, it is apparent that a rapid transit investment is not 
likely to achieve pure equity. In the case of BART, the system 
financing plan failed to achieve this theoretical equity in that: 
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Investment costs were not allocated to indivi
duals in proportion to benefits received. 

The local share of transit financing costs, for 
the most part, still relies on traditional local 
taxing mechanisms (such as sales and property 
taxes) which are generally considered regressive 
in nature and do not attempt to establish equity 
in financing. 

(1) Local Officials Should Assess The Importance Of 
Equity As An Objective Before Devising A Rapid 
Rail Transit Financing Plan 

The experience of both BART and other transit sys
tems suggests that other considerations will likely 
outweigh equity in financing as a policy objective. 
As Syrnick and Harvey point out, a truly equitable allo
cation of benefits received in proportion to costs paid 
among various user groups may require that the aggregate 
benefits may be reduced in relation to aggregate costs 
(Syrnick and Harvey, 1977). 

However, this same experience does suggest that 
cost/benefit equity in transit financing can be more 
closely approached than was the case with BART. First, 
the right questions must be asked at the outset, namely: 

What population subgroups will benefit 
and to what extent from the proposed 
system (for example, riders, auto 
users, nearby property owners and 
so forth)? 

How much will various population sub
groups pay for the development and 
operation of the system? 

Finally, how important as a policy 
objective is equity financing in rela
tion to other transit objectives, 
such as downtown revitalization, in
creased mobility, decreased pollution, 
economic development and so forth? 

Although currently available economic tools are 
inadequate to accurately assess cost/benefit equity 
(Boyd, 1976), computing costs and benefits in terms 
of their impacts on subgroups rather than for the popu
lation as a whole, and making explicit the relative 
importance of equity as an objective, will, at least, 
begin to focus analysis and public dialogue on a sound 
conceptual approach to equity issues, if equity does 
become an important objective. 
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(2) A Truly Equitable Transit Financing Plan Can Prob
ably Not Be Achieved 

Overall, the policy objective of developing an 
equitable financing plan may have to give way to other 
objectives because: 

Elected officials will likely prefer 
appearing to tax everyone equally 
rather than pursue equity by taxing 
select groups in proportion to bene
fits received and ability to pay. 

Even if the basic questions of cost/ 
benefit equity can be answered, it 
is difficult to distinguish among 
differences in benefits to various 
population subgroups. 

Consequently, cost/benefit equity and ability 
to pay equity are likely attainable only if equity is 
the most important policy objective. If this is so, 
then two general solutions to the problem of equity 
must be pursued, namely: 

A financing system must be designed 
that allocates benefits roughly equally 
to all potential transit users. For 
example, had equity been a transcend
ent concern with BART, less money may 
have been allocated to the main rail 
line extensions in Contra Costa County 
and a proportionately greater amount 
allocated to upgrading bus transit ser
vice to outlying areas to ensure 
roughly equal accessibility to the 
main line extensions. Obviously, 
equity as a policy objective in this 
example would have a far reaching in
fluence on cost-related decisions in
cluding car design, route alignment, 
station investment, and so forth. 

If the most effective system design 
is required and this system falls 
significantly short of providing equal 
accessibility to those who will pay 
for its construction, then innovative 
planning and political efforts must 
focus on devising a financing plan 
that is both progressive in nature 
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and taxes individuals in relation to 
benefits received. Examples of such 
taxation form~ might include: 

Bridge and highway tolls 
for drivers who are poten
tial system users 

State income tax s~rcharges 
assigned to transit develop
ment and operations 

Benefit taxation of the 
nature described earlier 

The most equitable approach to financing rapid 
transit development and operations will likely involve 
a combination of both of these general approaches. These 
approaches are generally not politically feasible at 
this time. Therefore, the degree of equity achieved 
will, in the final analysis, depend upon the importance 
assigned to equity as a transit system objective. 

(3) Certain Financing Approaches Can Help A Region 
More Closely Approach An Equitable Financing Plan 

"Pure" equity in transit financing will undoubt
edly require substantially more progressive and benefit-
oriented taxing mecnanisms than appeared feasible with 
BART. One of the most theoretically pure forms of equity 
taxation to support BART was a proposed plan to put 
additional taxes on lands specifically benefitted by 
their proximity to BART stations (San Francisco Chronicle, 
December 14, 1968). This proposal was never seriously 
pursued because political difficulties in securing im
plementation appeared insurmountable. In this case, 
State legislation permitting special benefit taxation 
of land near stations required that residents of the 
area vote to form the specially taxed "benefit district." 
Consequently, success of this seemingly equitable taxing 
approached hinged on the willingness of selected tax
payers to accept tax increases for benefits they would 
have received in any case. 

Policy improvements in achieving more equitable 
financing using a "benefit district" approach should 
consider: 

Legislation enabling the establish
ment of special benefit districts, 
whereby increments in assessed value 
or property income attributable in 
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part to transit system development, 
be established. The district would 
require approval by a vote of all 
taxpayers throughout the transit dis
trict. This would achieve some sem
blance of equity in rental or commer
cial areas where presumably the added 
tax costs would be passed on to those 
benefitting from the transit system, 
namely: 

Renters with improved 
transportation accessi
bility 

Shoppers, with improved 
accessibility 

Property owners, who sup
posedly experience increased 
income and value as a re
sult of transit 

Assessing increased benefit taxes in 
residential and commercial areas only 
when properties are either sold or 
property rentals actually increase. 
This may then defer taxation on resi
dential taxpayers until benefits are 
actually received, thus establishing 
a closer relationship between who 
pays and who benefits. 

Finally, benefit taxation should ex
plore the option of acquiring undeve
loped right-of-way areas where favor
able impacts are potentially attribut
able to the transit system. Sale or 
lease of the developed land then could 
provide the opportunity of recovering 
the transit system's capital invest
ment costs in the manner successfully 
employed in the Toronto system. 

(4) Public Officials Should Develop A Strategy To 
Counter Public Concern About The Inequities In 
The Transit Financing Plan 

Although the preceding sections suggest ways to 
make transit system financing more equitable, many of 
these approaches will not be politically feasible. 
Therefore, regardless of the degree of equity or 
inequity, citizens should require that equity issues 
be raised at the outset and be dealt with explicitly 
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and candidly. Local officials will generally tend to 
obscure issues of equity to gain broad political accep
tance for project financing. As equity has become an 
increasingly visible public issue, local officials will 
most likely not be able to avoid the equity issue and 
should expect concerns to be raised at some point during 
the construction and operation of the system. 

Since equity is unlikely to ever be the preemi
nent transit system objective, local officials should 
recognize the importance of tempering expectations of 
transit system benefits. Concerns over equity should 
not be explained away with broad generalities concern
ing benefits. Furthermore, as issues of equity are 
raised with regard to a transit system proposal, local 
officials should maintain the following perspectives: 

No public investment, unless financed 
exclusively by user costs, can ever 
achieve full cost/benefit "equity." 
Unless substantial sacrifices are 
made to achieve equity, - decision
makers will have to justify rapid 
transit on the basis of its total 
regional benefits. 

A degree of inequity is inherent in 
the construction financing scheme but 
it will become less pronounced over 
time. In an inflationary period, 
dollars used to repay original capital 
investment actually represent an ever 
increasing capital discount because 
the debt is being paid in inflated 
dollars. 

This perspective of equity in relation to rapid 
transit provides the ba~is for a constructive public 
dialogue that focuses public attention on: 

Total social, transportation and phy
sical benefits of transit. 

The very illusive nature of all forms 
of equity in tax-subsidized enterprises. 

The fact that equity increases over 
the long term of a capital investment 
due to the inflated values of repay
ment dollars. 

This perspective should provide a suitable philo
sophical backdrop for the discussions of equity that 
will likely arise over the course of the project. 
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SECTION 2--IMPLICATIONS FOR PROMOTING 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT FISCAL HEALTH 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

In general, BART was expected to become a substantial finan
cial asset to the local governments in the BART counties (Van Beuren 
Stanberry, 1962). Specifically, handsome returns to local govern
ments were expected in the form of: 

Increased suburban growth and development. 

Downtown and neighborhood revitalization. 

Reduced cost for public services by enabling 
higher density development. 

Each of these effects would, in turn, have a favorable impact on 
local budgets by providing increased property and sales tax reve
nue while incurring somewhat lower increases in public service 
costs. However, some local officials felt the BART debt burden 
might injure the security offerings of small public agencies with 
low credit ratings. 

Further, BART was originally expected to fund capital expendi
tures almost entirely through an $800 million local general obliga
tion bond issue and fund operating expenditures as well as purchase 
rolling stock entirely through fare revenues. Neither of these ob
jectives was ultimately achieved. 

Current approaches to transit financing involving heavy Federal 
support reduce the concern about financial impact for other local 
governments. Other expectations concerning economic development 
and efficient public service provision remain valid for other areas. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

Although BART construction costs exceeded original estimates 
by over $600 million and fare revenues finance less than 40% of total 
operating requirements, BART has caused little or no change in local 
government fiscal health in the region. However, BART has caused 
some reduction in revenues available to other transit districts 
within its service area. 
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(1) BART's Impact On The Fiscal Position Of Other 
Public Agencies Appears To Be Limited 

BART's impact on the fiscal health of local pub
lic agencies can be summarized as follows (McDonald 
& Grefe, Inc., 1978 and Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc., 
1978): 

BART appeared to have no effect on 
local bond issues, either on the 
decisions of local officials to pre
sent bond issues for a vote, or the 
willingness of the public to approve 
the bond issues. 

There is no indication that awareness 
of BART financial obligations influenced 
officials to "hold the line" on, de
crease, or postpone any local expendi
tures. 

The only real co~ts incurred directly 
by local governments due to BART opera
tions were limited to minor costs of 
maintaining BART rights-of-way. 

BART was a significant factor in help
ing the Golden Gateway redevelopment 
area in San Francisco qualify for tax 
increment financing for the Embarca
dero BART station. This financing 
approach is permitted in California 
and provides that such bonds are paid 
off from increased tax revenues re
sulting from property value apprecia
tion in the redevelopment area. 

Cities generally received positive 
financial benefits from BART construc
tion to accomplish established city 
redevelopment and capital improvement 
objectives. Sources of funding were 
either BART construction funds or 
non-cash credits for Federal redeve
lopment grants. 

There are three major reasons why the massive 
BART debt appears not to have adversely affected local 
government financial decisions. 
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BART was promoted from the first as 
a sound economic investment and per
ceived as such by both Bay Area poli
ticians and the investment community. 

The Bay Area enjoys a mature and diver
sified economy. Therefore, swings in 
the overall U.S. economy are not felt 
as dramatically in the Bay Area as 
in many metropolitan areas. 

The BART District is a separate tax
ing and political authority. There
fore, local officials aside from those 
officials who also served on the BART 
Board of Directors were not account
able for BART financing decisions. 

(2) BART Has Caused Some Reductions In Funding Avail
able For Other Transit Systems 

Although BART was expected to support its opera
tions through fare revenues, it now requires a perma
nent source of local public financing to maintain its 
operations. This unexpected public financial burden 
required additional financial resources for transit 
within the region. 

For this reason, local transit operators (other 
than BART) appear to have fewer financial resources 
available than in the absence of BART. Although new 
revenue sources for transit have been approved since 
BART's inception. these sources would probably have 
been available to meet recognized needs of other 
operators eventually, even without BART (Booz, Allen 
& Hamilton Inc., September, 1977). Local transit 
operators would also have been eligible for BART's 
share of Transit Development Act and Feder.al Section 
5 funds which are now divided among all transit 
operators in the BART District counties. 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

Most metropolitan areas now planning rapid rail transit sys
tems have a regional institutional setting somewhat similar to that 
of the Bay Area, that is, an independent transit authority (for rapid 
rail transit and possibly bus operations) and a host of independent 
local governments. In areas where the institutional setting differs 
(e.g., Miami/Dade County where the county government is directly 
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responsible for constructing and operating the rapil rail transit 
system), the financial policy impacts of rapid transit are expected 
to be quite different, although no specific evidence as to the type 
of impact is now available. Reasons for this difference are: 

Local officials are politically accountable for 
rapid transit financing decisions since system 
financing is part of the local budget. 

The rapid rail transit budget is not as politi
cally visible as BART's because it is incorpor
ated within a total city or county budget. 
Further, budgetary trade-offs between rapid rail 
transit and other public services are possible. 

The potential for adversely impacting local government fiscal 
health has also been affected both positively and negatively by 
two events since BART construction began: 

The passage of the Urban Mass Transportation Act 
in 1964 provided for Federal grants covering 80% 
of the capital costs of a new transit system. 
This significantly reduces the local funding 
requirement for other areas compared with that 
of the Bay Area. 

On the other hand, the New York City financial 
crisis in 1975 has resulted in greater scrutiny 
of municipal security offerings. 

Consequently, local governments participating in transit system 
development, while not facing the magnitude of the BART debt burden, 
may in fact have local bond sales affected in some way by their 
transit debt and overall municipal debt levels. 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The BART experience provides some insights concerning how a 
transit system should be planned and financed. These policy implica
tions do not relate directly to the decision of whether or not to 
build the transit system but, rather, to ways in which both planning 
and financing the system can be done to minimize adverse effects 
on local governments and transit districts and enable local govern
ments to take advantage of transit development. 
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(1) Transit Financing Plans Should Have As Broad A 
Coverage As Possible To Minimize Potential Adverse 
Impacts On Local Debt 

Recent fiscal problems in cities such as New York 
have probably increased the potential effect transit 
debt can have on local government financing. Therefore, 
there exists a compelling rationale for formulating a 
financing approach that spreads the debt burden over 
as large a base as possible. Approaches that distri
bute adverse impacts among state and local sources in
clude the Maryland approach, where the 20% local share 
of the capital construction cost is being financed 
through State gas tax and vehicle registration funds, 
and Metropolitan Dade County, where the 20% local share 
is being financed half from local funds and half from 
State funds. 

(2) Local Officials Should Not Expect Sizeable Transit 
Debt To Affect The Fiscal Health Of Their Juris
diction 

In an institutional setting such as the Bay 
Area, local officials should not necessarily expect 
that monies spent on a regional transit system will 
constrain city budgetary decisions. Further, there 
appears to be no evidence from the BART experience that 
additional monies spent to upgrade the system (as in 
the case of the Berkeley subway construction) in any 
way constrained cities in responding to other public 
needs. In areas where transit is not financed and 
operated through a separate transit authority (like the 
Bay Area), transit financing will require more trade
offs and more total dollars expended than under a single 
transit operator. 

(3) A Policy To Handle Costs To Local Government Re
sulting From System. Operations Should Be Developed 

Cities served by BART generally experienced only 
one adverse impact on their budget as a result of BART 
operations--the additional cost of maintaining facili
ties or lands near BART rights-of-way. Cities may wish 
to consider forecasting estimated maintenance costs of 
these types of facilities. If, due to the design, loca
tion and other considerations, these costs may become 
substantial, local governments may consider establishing 
agreements to do one of the following: 

Share in maintenance costs. 
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Arrange for the transit district to 
assume maintenance responsibility, 
or 

Stipulate some reimbursement from 
the transit district for maintenance. 

(4) Rapid Rail Transit Development Will Most Likely 
Reduce Financial Resources For Other Transit 
Services In A Given Area 

Rapid transit development can be expected to in
crease the total ongoing financing needs for transit 
services within a given region. Any new rapid transit 
system cannot be expected to support its operations 
through fare revenues alone. Therefore, system plan
ning should include projections of public funding re
quirements based on the latest experience with systems 
like that being planned. 

If the rapid transit system is to compete with 
existing transit operators for funding, an effective 
regional or state authority should have responsibility 
for allocating available funds to various operators 
based on regional and/or state transit objectives. 
The Federal government should rely on the same regional 
and state authority to recommend trade-offs for transit 
capital funding. 

In cases where one regional transit agency owns 
and operates the existing bus network and is responsible 
for the new transit system, the problem of service plan
ning and funding coordination between the new system and 
the existing system is greatly simplified. 
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V. LOCAL ECONOMIC ~EVELOPMENT POLICY 

This chapter presents policy implications for achieving local 
ecvnomic growth and development and employment objectives through 
rapid rail transit development. Specific issues addressed are: 

Improvements in employment accessibility due to 
rail transit operations. 

Rail transit as part of an economic development 
strategy for urban areas. 

The economic significance of rail transit's 
capital expenditures on a region. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR ENCOURAGING REGIONAL 
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

One of the predominant arguments advanced in favor of the BART 
system was that it would encourage regional economic growth. The 
BART system was envisioned from the start as a stimulus to the Bay 
Area economy that would counteract trends of decline in the city 
centers of Oakland and San Francisco and open up new land for deve
lopment throughout the Bay Area. Specifically, the long-term econo
mic benefits foreseen in the original Composite Report (Van Beuren 
Stanberry, 1962) were to: 

Preserve and enhance urban centers and subcenters 
Increase property values 
Reduce costs of urban sprawl 
Improve employment accessibility 

By improving employment accessibility and stimulating regional deve
lopment, BART supporters expected that the new rapid transit system 
would be a significant factor in attracting an increased share of 
new businesses and industries to the Bay region. These expectations 
generally parallel those of areas where transit systems are now being 
planned. 

2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

Research efforts to date have focused on the extent to which 
BART stimulated the regional economy and attracted new growth to the 
Bay Area. The nature of these BART impacts on the regional economy 
falls into four major categories: 

BART's impact on employment accessibility. 

BART's impact on the development of urban centers 
and subcenters. 

BART's impact on regional sales, income and em
ployment. 

BART as a factor in influencing new business and 
industries to locate in the Bay Area. 
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(1) BART's Impact On Employment Accessibility 

Of the original BART objectives for regional eco
nomic development, only the impact of BART on employ
ment accessibility has been documented. The Economics 
and Finance Project results show that BART has improved 
employment accessibility for workers at all income levels 
compared with the No-BART Alternative, with the greatest 
potential transit travel time reduction for higher income 
workers. Lower income workers have experienced substan
tially less improvement in transit travel time, however, 
and there has been only an average reduction of five 
minutes in potential transit travel time for unemployed 
workers (McDonald & Grefe, Inc., 1978). 

(2) BART's Impact on Urban Centers and Subcenters 

In addition to improving employment accessibility, 
there are some preliminary indications that the BART system 
did make a substantial contribution to "the preservation 
and enhancement" of at least some "urban centers and 
subcenters." Private business decisions to locate in the 
City Center Project in Oakland and the Embarcadero station 
area (Golden Gateway Redevelopment Project) may have been 
influenced, in part, by the accessibility of rapid transit. 
Public decisions to encourage development and secure 
financing for improvements in these areas were definitely 
influenced and, to some extent financed, either directly 
or indirectly by BART. 

(3) BART's Impact On Regional Sales, Income And Em
ployment 

The Economics and Finance Project has identified 
some other favorable impacts of BART which, although 
they were not explicitly identified in the original 
projection of BART benefits, are nonetheless regional 
economic consequences of BART construction and opera
tions. These impacts were: 

An increase of $3.1 billion in the 
purchase of goods and services with
in the region resulting from the 
$1 . 5 billion spent building BART. 

An increase of $149 million annually 
in regional sales (over what would 
have been expected with the No-BART 
Alternative) as a result of the nearly $60 
million 1975-76 operating budget. 
Changes in the operating budget in 
subsequent years will result in cor
responding changes in total regional 
sales. 
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An increase in household income of 
$927 million resulting from the BART 
construction expenditures and all 
t~e secondary economic impacts. 

Finally, 1,265 permanent additional 
jobs in the Bay Area as a direct 
result of BART operations compared 
with the No-BART Alternative. 

Although these impacts appear substantial, many 
were short term impacts of construction. Further, they 
did not amount in any one year to more than one half of 
one percent of the gross regional product, the total 
regional employment or the personal income in the re
gion. Thus, the Economics and Finance Project concluded 
that the regional economic impacts did not have a "sig
nificant long term impact" on the total regional eco
nomy (McDonald & Grefe, Inc., 1978). 

(4) BART As A Factor In Influencing New Businesses 
And Industries To Locate In The Bay Area 

BART did not appear to significantly affect the 
decisions of businesses to locate in the Bay Area 
(McDonald & Grefe, Inc., 1978). However, BART may 
well have been one of several factors contributing 
to the generally positive impact that attracted busi
ness to the Bay Area. 

5. EXPERIENCES OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

BART impact findings to date have primarily focused on aggre
gate economic impacts, looking only at the region as a whole. As 
the BART impact findings on employment accessibility suggest, eco
nomic impacts within a region may vary. A more complete analysis 
of intra-regional economic effects of BART must await the completion 
of the BIP Land Use and Urban Development Project. 

The economic effects of the extension of the Massachusetts 
Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA), however, offer some additional 
indications of intra-regional rapid transit system effects on a re
gional economy. Briefly, some major effects of this South Shore 
line extension from Boston to Quincy were (Metropolitan Area Planning 
Council, 1973): 

Four hundred new jobs were created in the vicinity 
of the transit station as a result of several new 
service industry firms building offices to take 
advantage of transit access. 
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Retail trade in Quincy has become increasingly 
less competitive with downtown Boston because: 

Rapid transit was not enough to off
set barriers to a revival of retail 
trade, such as poor automobile access, 
obsolete facilities, and lack of ex
pansion space. 

Quincy residents and workers now have 
convenient transit access to more 
diversified and attractive shopping 
areas in Boston. 

Although the economic benefits of rapid transit in Quincy 
have been both positive and negative, the overall effect is gener
ally considered to be positive. Thus, based on the Quincy experi
ence, transit planning should estimate costs and benefits for local 
areas, in addition to the region as a whole, to provide a basis 
for mitigating negative impacts. 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The nature of BART's effect on regional economic development 
supplemented by experience elsewhere provides a basis for formulat
ing policy during rapid transit system planning stages, for under
standing reasonable expectations of transit economic potential, and 
for establishing a process whereby the achievement of these objec
tives is monitored during the construction stage. 

(1) Transit Policy Objectives For Economic Activity 
Should State Expected Benefits For Various Groups 
Within The Region 

Higher income groups benefitted far more than 
others from the BART increase in employment accessibility. 
This result was entirely consistent with the original 
system objective of reducing congestion on the major 
transportation corridors between downtown and suburbs. 
If rapid transit development is expected to help meet 
certain regional economic and employment objectives, 
these objectives must be consistent with the broader 
transportation objectives of the system. For example, 
it is possible that, had the original BART projections 
suggested that improvemen t s in employment accessibility 
could vary substantially accor ding to income group and 
employment status, the BART proposal may have placed 
greater emphasis on such modifications as improved 
feeder services to offset negative or neutral effects 
of BART. 
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Regardless of the transit approach taken, however, 
some areas of a community will obviously receive greater 
benefits from transit than others. The nature of any 
projected inequalities can be made more explicit in the 
initial formulation of policy objectives, permitting 
a more complete evaluation of the economic benefits 
of alternative transit system proposals. 

(2) A Transit-Related Economic Development Strategy 
Should Include Provisions For Offsetting The 
Likely Economic Disadvantages That Will Result 
In Some Areas 

Effective economic growth objectives, as part of 
a transit system proposal, should deal with both posi
tive and adverse economic effects of rapid transit 
within a region. As the experience with BART (in achiev
ing unequal improvements in employment and accessibility} 
and the South Shore Line Extension to Quincy suggest, 
economic improvements in one area of the community may 
come at the expense of economic decline in another area. 
For example, the enhancement of the Boston retail trade 
by its improved accessibility to Quincy residents may 
have come at the expense of a decline in the retail 
trade in Quincy. In addition, the service industry in 
Quincy made substantial gain, possibly at the expense 
of another area. This may have been the case in the 
Bay Area as well, although the results of the Land Use 
and Urban Development Project, which is assessing intra
regional economic patterns, are not yet available. 

Recognizing the likelihood of both positive and 
negative economic effects within a region, a balanced 
economic development policy requires that ways be found 
to offset the disadvantages to other areas. As an ex
ample, the seriousness of the decline in the retail 
trade in Quincy was mitigated somewhat by: 

The acknowledgement, in advance, that 
further decline in an already weak 
retail base would probably occur as 
a result of the transit extension. 

The concurrent upgrading of local 
bus service which made Quincy stores 
more accessible to Quincy residents. 

An economic development strategy that compensates 
for disadvantages brought about by the transit system 
may require: 
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Conducting an economic study to iden
tify areas and industries within the 
region on which rapid transit could 
have positive and adverse effects. 

Developing measures to offset the 
adverse effects, including tax breaks, 
relocation assistance or special pro
motional attention. 

For example, if analysis predicts that one area may 
suffer, part of the transit development strategy and 
cost may involve some promotional efforts designed to 
attract new businesses to that area that might not be 
adversely impacted by transit. 

(3) The Impact Of Rapid Transit Expenditures On Eco
nomic Development Will Increase In Direct Propor
tion To The Amount Spent 

A final major consideration in formulating transit 
policy objectives is the effect of transit construction 
expenditures on regional sales, employment and income. 
If regional economic stimulus is a primary transit ob
jective, then the Bay Area experience provides two major 
policy implications: 

The more money spent building the sys
tem, the greater the economic stimulus 
that will result. Consequently, a 
more expensive transit proposal may 
meet regional economic development 
objectives in that it provides greater 
short term stimulus. However, the 
degree of impact on the region will 
depend on what percentage of total 
transit expenditures are actually 
purchased within the region rather 
than imported from elsewhere. 

The status and nature of the regional 
economy will determine the significance 
of the proposed transit expenditures 
in relation to the region as a whole. 
If the economy is a mature, diversi
fied economy similar to the Bay Area, 
transit expenditures will likely not 
have a significant impact on regional 
incomes, sales or employment. If, 
however, the regional economy is stag
nating or underdeveloped, the transit 
expenditures will be more likely to 
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provide significant one-time economic 
stimulus. The degree of long term 
benefit will largely depend on how 
well local governments plan for and 
take advantage of these expenditures, 
e.g., in job training programs. 

(4) Local Officials Should Ensure That The Impact 
Of Technical Decisions On Economic Development 
Is Considered During Transit Planning 

Unless specific provision is made to evaluate 
the impact of rapid transit technological and engineer
ing decisions on regional economic objectives, these 
objectives are not likely to be fully achieved. Once 
the projected economic benefits of BART were presented 
in the Composite Report, it was almost as if the BART 
planners expected these benefits to flow automatically 
with the construction of the system. There was no 
provision for determining what specifically had to 
be done in planning and building BART in order to 
achieve regional economic development objectives. 
Further, no one questioned whether the originally 
stated objectives were even realistic. 

Once the initial expectations of economic bene
fits had been established, the detailed system design 
and the countless location, alignment and equipment 
decisions were made by the consulting engineers. The 
scope of their work was restricted to technical and 
project management decisions. There was no established 
planning responsibility to evaluate carefully the im
plications of technical or locational decisions for 
the regional economic objectives. It is understandable 
that the economic development objectives became subor
dinate to the direct transportation objectives. None
theless, if economic development policy is to be more 
than an initial selling feature, the responsibility 
for and process of economic planning should. be clearly 
defined at the same time the objectives are ' formulated. 
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VI. LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 

This chapter outlines policy implications for enhancing the 
local environment through rapid rail transit development. Specific 
issues addressed are: 

Minimizing any adverse environmental impacts of 
rail transit construction. 

Avoiding environmental problems associated with 
transit operations through careful design. 

Developing a high quality environment within 
the new transit system. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR ENHANCING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
THROUGH RAPID TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT 

1. BART EXPECTATIONS 

The environmental impacts of rapid transit were not explicit 
concerns in the BART planning process. BART planning and design 
were accomplished during the 1950's and early 1960's, well before 
"the environment" became an important policy issue at either the 
local, state or Federal level. BART was not subject to any en
vironmental impact review (as are transit systems developed since 
1969), nor did the Composite Report or any other early BART pub
licity mention environmental objectives as an explicit planning 
concern. Only in the late 1960's, when BART construction was well 
under way, did local environmental groups become actively involved 
in transportation issues (McDonald & Smart, 1975). These groups 
expressed hope that BART would enhance air quality by reducing auto
mobile traffic. Further, a 1972 survey of public attitudes toward 
BART indicated that residents hoped BART would improve air quality. 

The potentially adverse impacts of rapid transit construction 
were also not very prominent in the early BART publicity and policy 
debates. Although not explicitly stated, BART planners appeared 
to have serious concerns about construction impacts as detailed 
system design began and initiated efforts to reduce any expected 
adverse construction impacts. Merchants along many of the proposed 
routes (particularly where subway construction was planned) ex
pressed some early concern about how rapid transit construction 
might affect the economic viability of their businesses. As an 
example of local action, San Francisco Market Street merchants 
formed the Market Street Development Project, a private, non-profit 
organization. The group was designed to protect area merchants 
against BART's construction impacts as well as to consider programs 
to promote and take advantage of BART. 

Although most environmental aspects of rapid transit were 
not prominent, system proponents were vocal in their desire to 
achieve a high quality environment within the BART system (Gruen 
Associates and DeLeuw, Cather & Company, 1977). The system was 
designed with the highest levels of passenger satisfaction and 
safety in mind as a means to lure suburban residents away from auto
mobiles to the BART trains. This quality environment was expected 
to be achieved through both esthetic features and system reliability. 

4 ,;;: I 
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2. THE BART EXPERIENCE 

The BART experience shows that a major new public rapid transit 
system can be built without significant harm to the environment. 
Despite limited initial planning to minimize environmental impacts, 
the observed environmental impacts of BART are small. The most 
significant adverse impacts occurred during the construction period 
in downtown areas. Conversely, environmental impacts of BART opera
tions were most noticeable in quiet suburban residential areas 
with aerial or at-grade lines. In addition, BART itself has had 
only partial success in achieving its goals for a high quality 
transit environment. 

(1) BART Construction, Particularly In Downtown 
Areas, Caused The Most Serious, Although Tempor
ary, Adverse Environmental Impacts 

Although only limited data were collected about 
the BART construction period, interviews with residents 
and public officials and a review of publicity at the 
time suggest that BART construction impacts were viewed 
as "bad" to "very bad." Adverse impacts of BART were 
particularly significant in downtown San Francisco where 
delays in reaching agreement between the City and BART 
and delays in the funding of the Market Street beautifi
cation project prolonged street excavation up to five 
years in any location. Impacts in other downtown areas 
with subway construction were less adverse due to shorter 
construction time, lower street activity and less dis
ruptive construction methods (tunneling rather than 
cut and cover). However, suburban at-grade or aerial 
line construction resulted in the lowest level, yet 
some adverse impact, but over a considerably shorter 
period of time {at most one year in any location). 
The most pronounced effects of BART construction were 
a~ follows (Gruen Assbciates, Inc. 1976, 1977): 

Neighborhood travel--Narrowed side
walks, closed streets, detours and 
other changes in local traffic pat
terns to accommodate BART caused some 
increase in pedestrian accidents and 
travel delay. Impacts were most pro
nounced in busy downtown commercial 
areas, but were also noticeable in 
suburban residential areas. 

Barriers--BART-related changes in 
traffic patterns and actual construc
tion activities sometimes blocked 
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access to either building entrances 
or streets and eliminated parking 
spaces which were ordinarily available. 

Atmosphere--Actual construction re
sulted in increased levels of dust 
and dirt which were viewed as particu
larly irritating in suburban communi
ties. 

Acoustics--Construction noise was 
primarily viewed as a problem in resi
dential communities where normal noise 
levels are quite low. 

Dislocation--Some downtown merchants 
were forced to vacate some basement 
space which was located underground 
in public right-of-way. Some housing 
dislocation occurred in suburban com
munities due to land clearance for 
BART parking lots. 

Historic preservation--The lack of 
early coordination and planning re
sulted in the possible loss of his
toric artifacts discovered during 
BART construction. 

Economic--A number of merchants along 
subway routes claim that BART construc
tion caused their businesses to fail. 
Although no empirical evidence was 
collected, most observers claim that 
business failures probably did not 
result from BART construction alone. 
However, the effects of BART construc
tion could have speeded up the failure 
of a business already weak economically. 

Although minimizing construction disruption was 
not foremost in the minds of BART planners, BART did 
take some actions with this expected disruption in 
mind.1 For example: 

Pre-construction coordination--BART 
negotiated written agreements with 
each local jurisdiction affected by 
construction. BART staff worked 

1
rnterviews with former BARl' .Governmental Relations staff, June, 1977. 
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closely with local representatives 
to jointly develop workable traffic 
and utility relocation plans. 

Construction activities--BART designers 
and contractors appeared to select 
construction techniques with environ
mental factors in mind. For example, 
tunneling was used for subway con
struction in San Francisco because 
it was less disruptive, although 
more expensive, than the alternative 
cut and cover technique. 

Community relations--BART paid par
ticular attention to citizen complaints 
and often provided free services, such 
as street improvements or landscaping, 
to compensate home owners and businesses 
near construction sites. 

(2) BART Operations Have Caused Only Small, Generally 
Adverse Environmental Impacts 

The environmental impacts of BART operations 
appear to be small, appear more often adverse than bene
ficial, affect only certain segments of the line and 
are noticeable only to people living or working within 
a short distance from a BART station or line (Gruen 
Associates and DeLeuw, Cather & Company, 1976 and 1977). 
The primary environmental impacts of BART operations are: 

Acoustics--Probably the dominant ad
verse impact of BART is noticeably 
high noise levels along seven miles 
of aerial track in quiet residential 
neighborhoods. Law suits by two com
munities affected by noise are now 
pending. BART trains appear to cause 
some perceptible, but probably not 
damaging vibration within a block 
of some aerial lines. 

Atmospheric--BART has had no noticeable 
effect on regional or local air quality. 
The fact that BART represents only about 
3% of the region's travel is probably 
the reason for the lack of a more signi
ficant positive impact than was expected. 
Conversely, no significant degradation 
of local air quality has been noted 
because of traffic to and from BART 
park i ng lots. 
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Natural--BART has had no significant 
effect on the region's natural environ
ment including biota, soils and geo
logy and drainage and water. Most 
BART development is in urban areas 
or areas which are not ecologically 
unique and could not be noticeably 
disrupted. 

Visual--Most residents surveyed found 
station architecture to be attractive 
and a positive impact of BART. Station 
lighting was either valued as a crime 
deterrent or of no importance. BART 
allowed local planning departments 
to review station design plans. How
ever, few local planners were prepared 
early enough to give meaningful feed
back. 

Safety--BART has had no noticeable 
effect on the level of auto-related 
crimes or personal safety in station 
areas. Even the initiation of night 
service in early 1976 caused only 
slight increases in arrests. 

Social--BART has caused some house
holds to move closer to its stations, 
but population characteristics near 
stations or along lines do not appear 
to be changing as a result. Alterna
tively, increased noise and loss of 
privacy near aerial lines may cause 
residents to move away from these 
lines. 

BART planners did incorporate system features 
which were intended to mitigate some of the expected 
adverse effects of BART (Gruen Associates, 1977). 
For example: 

Continuously welded track was used 
to minimize the impact noise 
("clickety-clack") usually made by 
a passing train. 

Sound proofing was included in sta
tion design. 
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BART constructed a landscaped .,linear 
park., under a 2.7 mile stretch of 
aerial line to improve visual appear
ance. However, residents did not 
regard the positive appear.--ance as 
offsetting other negative impacts 
such as noise. 

Nearly 85% of the BART line is located 
along existing railroad, highway or 
local street right-of-way, thereby 
reducing the potential environmental 
disruption. 

(3) The BART System Is Considered Esthetically Pleas
ing, But Reliability Problems Reduce The overall 
Perceived Quality Of The System 

BART station and train design has received favor
able comments from riders in recent surveys (Jefferson 
Associates, 1977, and Gruen Associates, 1977). In 
addition, interviews uncovered some BART riders who would 
not ride AC Transit buses but would ride BART because of 
the quality of the BART ride, thereby increasing the 
likelihood of automobile users switching to BART. This 
pleasant environment was provided at an additional, yet 
now unquantifiable, cost, the value of which will 
probably not be able to be assessed. 

Riders' experience with schedule reliability has 
not been as positive. The unreliability of the schedule 
has resulted in some workers with fixed reporting times 
switching from BART to other modes to make work trips; 
some workers -use other transit in the morning and use 
BART for the return trip. 

Schedule unreliability is also the reason for 
some complaints about the lack of amenities in the sta
tion, especially on the platform loading area. In order 
to use the public telephone, the BART rider must leave 
the loading platform. As a result, when the train is 
late, the rider may miss the train while making a phone 
call to inform others of the delay in .schedule. Regu
lar riders complain the most about thi• problem. Also, 
long waits, without access to concessiol'l.5 ., seem longer, 
according to some patrons interviewed by the Environ
ment Project. 

Interviews conducted by both the Institutions 
and Life Styles and Environment Projects also found 
some discontent with the automated equipment and signing 
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system in the station. The automated equipment presents 
a barrier for non-English speaking users, some elderly 
patrons and some of the less educated residents of the 
BART service area. Regular riders do not complain about 
the automated equipment, except for inoperative machines. 
Those who complain about the complexity of the automated 
equipment are usually infrequent riders of the system. 

3. EXPERIENCE OF OTHER TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

The experience of other transit systems suggests that care
ful system planning and design can keep adverse environmental im
pacts to a low level. Incorporation of environmental concerns 
early in the planning of a rapid rail transit system appears to 
be an effective way to identify potentially adverse environmental 
impacts and, where possible, design mitigation measures. 

(1) Special Public Relations Programs And Careful 
Selection Of Construction Techniques Have Been 
Successfully Used To Reduce Construction Dis
ruptions 

Adverse effects of BART subway construction were 
well publicized in the Bay Area and elsewhere. Planners 
in Washington, D.C., and Atlanta, for example, were 
well aware of BART construction problems. Planners 
recognized that construction disruption was inevitable 

1 On a project of this magnitude. However, both areas 
developed special programs and devised strategies to 
try to minimize the disruption that was expected to 
occur. Specific examples of measures taken in 
Washington and Atlanta to mitigate adverse construction 
impacts include: 

Both areas developed an extensive 
community relations program to keep 
residents and merchants aware of con
struction schedules and to coordinate 
with local officials to develop mutually 
agreeable traffic and parking plans. 

Contractors and engineers in Washington 
made every effort to ensure continued 
access £or residents, merchants, and 
other commercial establishments. 
Washington METRO had an engineer 
assigned as a full time ombudsman 
at each construction site to deal 
with citizen complaints. 
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Neither area attempted to implement any plan to 
compensate business losses during rapid transit construc
tion. Although system planners in both cities considered 
a number of plans, no successful way was found to isolate 
the impact of rapid transit on the economic viability 
of a business. 

(2) Federal Policies Established Since The Development 
Of BART Have Caused Other Communities To Become 
More Sensitive To Environmental Issues 

New Federal legislation and regulations adopted 
in the late 1960's and early 1970's, since the develop
ment of BART, have required local planners to conduct 
a variety of detailed analyses of potential environmen
tal impacts of rapid rail transit development. 

Specifically, the Federal Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 requires the preparation and approval of 
an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prior to alloca
tion of any Federal funds to rapid transit system con
struction. Although the quality and usefulness of these 
reports are uneven, the reports have provided some bene
fits for local jurisdictions. Based on the experience 
in Atlanta, Miami and other areas, preparation of an 
EIR did not result in any change in the selection of 
a transit system alternative, although it did result 
in some beneficial changes in the planning process or 
design specifications, for example {Johanning and 
Talvitie, 1976): 

Modifications in construction 
methods were often made to make the 
project more environmentally sensi
tive. 

Citizens and businesses were provided 
a concrete plan with expected impacts 
as a basis for comment and possible 
challenge. 

A knowledge of expected adverse im
pacts allowed local governments to 
consider means to mitigate those im
pacts and provided a better bargain
ing position vis-a-vis the local 

-transit district. 

The Metropolitan Area Rapid Transit Agency (MARTA) 
in Atlanta was the first transit operator required to 
comply with the EIR procedure. Although delays of up 
to a year resulted, once the EIR was approved, construc
tion has generally proceeded on schedule (Engineering 
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News Record, 1974). In contrast, the Washington Metro
politan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) in Washington, 
D.C., did not use any impact review process and is now 
facing a number of lawsuits challenging early route 
location decisions (Engineering News Record, 1974). 
In one case, the court required WMATA to conduct a 
specific environmental study on a line segment, adding 
about $6.5 million in cost and delaying construction 
further. 

Adherence to Department of Transportation regula
tions on alternatives analysis, encroachment on park 
land and historic preservation has caused some delays 
in rapid transit development. MARTA officials claim 
these regulations have been more troublesome to them 
than the EIR process. 2 Some MARTA plans were delayed 
by neighborhood groups and the State Historic Preserva
tion Office, in some cases through litigation. As 
transit planners and engineers gained more experience 
dealing with community groups and other public offi
cials, the many system delays were resolved satisfac
torily. 

4. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Recent experience in rapid transit development shows that a 
major new rapid rail transit system can be constructed and operated 
without significant dislocation to the environment. There are, 
however, actions local and regional officials can take to mitigate 
any potential or existing adverse environmental impacts. 

(1) Existing Federal Guidelines And Regulations Will 
Require Local Officials To Conduct Meaningful 
Environmental Analyses During Transit System 
Planning Stages 

Other local jurisdictions will be required to 
analyze in detail expected environmental impacts of 
rapid rail transit development before proceeding. This 
process should provide a much better base of knowledge 
than what was available to BART planners. BART was 
planned before environmental issues became politically 
sensitive, and little economic analysis was conducted. 
The environmental impact assessment data now available 
to local officials should allow them to make more in
formed decisions about whether to proceed with rapid 

2
rnterviews with MARTA planning officials, November, 1977. 
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rail transit initially, and later about route and sta
tion locations, line configuration and construction 
methods. 

Further, the analysis and review process required 
by the Federal government also provides a good oppor
tunity to inform and involve affected community groups 
in rapid rail transit planning. For example, station 
and route location decisions, when made, should be pre
sented at public hearings in each neighborhood affected 
to avoid the possibility of later legal action by citi
zens, as happened in Washington, D.C. 

(2) Early Planning And Continuing Coordination By 
Local Officials Can Help To Minimize Rapid Transit 
Construction Disruption 

Rapid transit construction, particularly cut and 
cover subway construction, is generally the source for 
the primary adverse environmental impacts resulting 
from rapid transit development. As BART and other 
transit systems found, there are ways to reduce these 
adverse impacts by careful planning and coordination, 
although additional expenditures may be required. 

If properly prepared, the rapid transit system 
Environmental Impact Report should outline projected 
adverse environmental impacts of rapid transit construc
tion, as well as possible ways to mitigate those impacts. 
Local officials should use these findings and any addi
tional analysis produced by their own staff as a basis 
for negotiation prior to agreement for use of right
of-way by the rapid transit operator. Often alterna
tive construction methods and schedules can be devel
oped which may be more expensive and time consuming, 
but would cause significantly less construction disrup
tion. For example, tunneling vs. cut and cover subway 
construction is more expensive but disruption from street 
closings and other access limitations is less. 

The potentially adverse economic impacts of rapid 
transit construction on small businesses appears to 
be an inevitable result. No effective method for 
assessing the level of economic impact resulting from 
rapid transit has yet been devised. Too many other 
external factors appear to be much more important 
determinants of the economic viability of small busi
nesses than the construction of a rapid transit system. 
The courts have upheld this position in law suits filed 
by local merchants against BART. 
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The physical and economic disruption caused, in 
part, by rapid rail transit construction is inevitable. 
The key to minimizing this disruption appears to lie 
in open and continuing communications between rapid 
transit officials and local government officials, local 
merchants and community groups. _ Possible steps to help 
maintain continuing ' interaction include: 

Local jurisdictions anticipating sig
nificant construction (particularly 
subway) activity should appoint a 
full-time liaison staff or ombudsman 
to facilitate planning for the expected 
disruption and interaction between 
local merchants and construction en
gineers or contractors. The size of 
the staff should depend on the expected 
level of construction disruption 
anticipated. 

Local merchants should consider the 
creation of a merchants' organization 
at an early stage in transit develop
ment to coordinate their input with 
local government and/or transit dis
trict officials. This type of group 
could also initiate projects to take 
advantage of rapid transit develop
ment, such as the Market Street beau
tification in San Francisco which 
was originally initiated by the Market 
Street Development Project (a group 
of local merchants and business 
representatives). 

Local government officials should 
make every effort to expedite any 
plans for transit-related public 
improvements. The objective should 
be to schedule transit system and 
public improvement construction simul
taneously to minimize the total con
struction time and, thereby, lessen 
disruption. 

Although protection against construction disrup
tion is 'an ilnportant aspect of rapid transit develop
ment, local officials should spend equal energy and 
time on how to take advantage of rapid transit develop
ment. Rapid transit construction can provide an oppor
tunity to improve local streets and neighborhoods at 
a lower overall cost than if done alone. Local officials 
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should consider modifications and improvements to areas 
most affected by construction as part of their local 
planning process. Some examples include street and 
sidewalk widening and repaving, improved signalization 
and lighting, pedestrian overpasses1 vehicular grade 
separation and landscaping. In many cases, BART pro
vided such amenities to Bay Area communities at little 
or no additional cost to the community. 

(3) Local Planners Should Take Steps To Ensure Transit 
System Plans Conform With Local Objectives And 
Plans 

In areas without a strong regional government, 
the BART experience in negotiating with local govern
ments on facility location, construction processes and 
timing, etc., can provide useful lessons for local offi
cials on ways to mitigate any adverse environmental 
impacts or generally take advantage of transit develop
ment. Local governments generally maintain jurisdic
tion over local streets and rights-of-way and thus can 
exercise a significant amount of leverage over the type, 
location and timing of transit development. Further, 
local officials should view the transit planning pro
cess as a means for ensuring conformity of transit 
development with a city's General Plan and Zoning Map. 

Under these conditions, local governments and 
transit districts must negotiate joint agreements spe
cifying the terms and conditions of transit's use of 
local rights-of-way. Lessons learned in the BART ex
perience which should be considered by local officials 
in this agreement process include: 

Route location and configuration-
Local governments should carefully 
analyze proposed rapid transit route 
locations to ensure they are desir
able in terms of local as well as 
regional accessibility and develop
ment objectives. In many cases, a 
particular route location decision 
will involve a trade-off between 
environmental impacts and accessi
bility which should be evaluated at 
the local level. Three examples 
include: 

Existing highway, street 
and railroad rights-of-
way can be used for transit 
development, thereby 
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reducing the potential 
for adverse environmental 
impacts. However, improve
ments in overall accessi
bility . are generally not 
as great as i f a brand new 
right-of-way were chosen 
for rapid transit. 

A local government could 
insist on an option, like 
the City of Berkeley, 
to raise local funds to 
pay the additional cost 
to underground transit 
lines rather than allow
ing continuing disrup
tion in a densely popu
lated urban residential 
area. 

Adverse noise impacts 
can be reduced by locat
ing transit routes in 
open space or sparsely 
populated residential 
areas. However, such 
a location will not 
serve the more densely 
populated residential 
areas very well. 

Station location and quality--Local 
officials should require some role 
in approving station location and 
architectural designs and plans. A 
local planning commission or depart
ment should incorporate such a re
view in its existing procedures for 
design review, if applicable. Local 
planners should be involved early 
in the design process to encourage 
conformity with other local develop
ment and to suggest modifications, 
such as special station mezzanines 
desired in San Francisco, which can 
help to meet other local objectives. 

Land acquisition--Local officials 
should establish recommendations for 
the appropriate amount of public land 
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(4) 

set aside for transit operations. 
In residential areas, the acquisition 
of additional land can be expected 
to result in fewer adverse impacts 
of transit operations, particularly 
noise, and provide a more attractive, 
open environment. However, that same 
policy might also result in substan
tial dislocation of existing housing. 

Rapid Transit System Planning And Design Should 
Incorporate Specific Features To Ensure A High 
Quality Environment For Transit Patrons 

If a high quality transit environment is desired, 
a number of specific features should be considered in 
the planning and design stages of a rapid rail transit 
system. For example: 

Transit patrons with a fixed work re
porting schedule, usually lower income 
employees and blue collar workers, 
require schedule reliability more than 
a quality ride. Incremental initia
tion of new service can probably help 
improve reliability somewhat. In 
addition, less technical innovation 
might reduce system failures, thereby 
improving reliability. 

Signing and instructions for transit 
automated equipment should be designed 
to minimize barriers for less well 
educated passengers and non-English 
speaking patrons. Infrequent users 
of the system with little or no com
mand of the English language and the 
less well educated will have diffi
culty in using the automated equip
ment and the signing system. System 
design should initially consiqer this 
type of patron. 

Station facilities should be designed 
with transit waiting time in mind. 
Planners should also expect some 
schedule delays. Therefore, passen
ger amenities should be an important 
part of station design. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The preceding five chapters have assessed how well BART has 
achieved its original objective~ and suggested improvements in local 
policy-making to help other metropolitan areas come closer to meet
ing their own transit objectives. 

The purpose of this chapter is to tie together the findings 
in each of the individual policy papers to present some generalized 
implications of the BART findings. Readers should use this chapter 
as a basic overview to the material, referring to individual chap
ters which provide a more thorough discussion of policy options and 
processes. 

Local officials should also recognize that an analysis of the 
history of BART and its impacts has certain limitations for develop
ing policy improvements in other regions. Public priorities have 
changed and the Bay Area and BART development are relatively unique. 
Despite this, local decision-making processes have not changed that 
much and some of the issues now confronting local officials in 
Washington, D.C., and Atlanta are remarkably similar to issues 
raised in the Bay Area not too long ago. 

This overview of implications for local officials is presented 
in three sections: the role of rapid rail transit in achieving 
local objectives; the institutional setting for rapid rail transit 
development; and a policy approach to planning, constructing and 
operating a rapid rail transit system. 

1. THE ROLE OF RAPID RAIL TRANSIT IN ACHIEVING LOCAL OBJECTIVES 

The ability of rapid rail transit development to meet local 
community objectives has been an important underpinning of the LPI 
Project analysis. This section outlines the original community 
objectives for the BART system and how those objectives have changed 
over time, assesses how well BART has done in meeting local offi
cials' original expectations and suggests how the formulation of 
community objectives in other areas may benefit from the BART 
experience. 

(1) Local Goals And Expectations For The BART System 

BART was originally developed to meet a wide var
iety of objectives and expectations expressed by dif
ferent organizations and officials. One task of the 
LPI Project included a review of the BART history 
through written documents, press accounts and inter
views to isolate those goals and expectations which 
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were generally accepted and considered feasible (not 
just media propaganda). This review led to the selec
tion of the nine general objectives used in the LPI 
analysis. These objectives for BART are of two dis
tinctly different types (as specified in Exhibit II). 

Direct objectives--specific objectives 
which BART was designed to achieve. 

Induced objectives--certain objectives 
which were developed as a result of 
BART development, but were not alone 
reasons for BART to be built. 

It is the direct objectives which were of most 
concern to decision-makers in formulating the plans for 
BART. Further, it appeared that land use and economic 
development objectives were more compelling reasons 
for moving ahead with BART than were the general trans
portation objectives. 

(2) BART Results Compared With Objectives 

BART Impact Program results lead to the conclusion 
that BART has not yet been very successful in meeting 
the original objectives expressed by local officials 
and community and business organizations. Exhibit III 
summarizes BART's accomplishments compared with original 
expectations for each of the nine objectives assessed 
in this study. 

Although BART has not met all of its planned 
expectations, there is reason to believe that, over 
time, many of these objectives may be achieved. For 
example: 

BART has only been in operation five 
years and is not yet operating at 
anticipated levels. 

Trains on each line run 
on twelve minute headways 
rather than the six minute 
headways originally planned. 

Only three of the four 
planned lines are now in 
operation. 

Night service has only 
operated since 1976, 
Saturday service only 
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Direct Objectives 

Reduce vehicular congestion and the need 
for highway development 

Improve mobility 

Achieve local land use and development 
objectives: 

Revitalize downtowns 

Strengthen urban residential 
areas 

Encourage higher density develop
ment near suburban transit 
stations 

Encourage regional economic growth and 
development 

EXHIBIT II 
Local Policy Implications Project 
LOCAL OBJECTIVES FOR BART SYSTEM 

DEVELOPMENT--BY TYPE 

Induced Objectives 

Provide an integrated transportation 
system 

Expedite other public improvement pro
grams 

Develop an equitable financing plan for 
rapid transit construction and operations 

Promote local government fiscal health 

Enhance environmental quality 
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Direct Communit~ectives 

Reduce vehicular congestion and 
the need for highway development 

Improve mobility 

Achieve local land use and 
development objectives 

Encourage regional economic 
growth and development 

Induced Communit~ectives 

Provide an integrated transpor
tat:i,on system 

Expedite other public improve
ment programs 

Develop an equitable financing 
plan for rapid transit construc
tion and operations 

Promote local government fiscal 
health 

Enhance environmental quality 

BAPT AccomElishments 

Only short term reduction in 
congestion (about one year's 
growth) 
No reduction in highway develop
ment 

Limited, for size of investment 

Limited--may be too early to 
tell 

No evidence of change 

Some integration, but much more 
possible_ 

Effective in large urban areas, 
but not in urban residential or 
suburban areas 

Plan is highly inequitable 

Generally positive impact 

Some adverse impacts, but 
generally small 

EXHIBIT III 
Local Policy Implications Project 

BART ACCOMPLISHMENTS COMPARED WITH 
ORIGINAL OBJECTIVES 

Where Public Policy Could HelE 

Traffic and parking management 
Integrated transit and highway 
planning 

Alternatives analysis 
Design features 

Demand must exist--then public 
policies such as land assemblage, 
public improvements, zoning and 
marketing can help 

Better planning and marketing 

Institutional arrangements 
Incentives to operators 

Coordination of capital improve
ment schedules with transit 
development 

Not achievable unless equity is 
a paramount objective 

Depends on institutional arrange~ 
ments and politics 

Transit system design 



began in November 1977 
and Sunday service is 
not expected until spring 
1978 at the earliest. 

Reliability problems 
have made it difficult 
to maintain programmed 
speeds and headways. 

BART service began during a period 
of significant economic slowdown in 
the Bay Area which particularly affected 
demand for residential and connnercial 
construction. Thus, BART-related 
development may still be in the plan
ning stages. 

BART was developed in a region at a time 
when no effective institutional mechanism 
existed for coordinating local government 
or other transit district objectives and 
plans. As regional agencies in the Bay 
Area gain more authority over transporta
tion planning and funding, BART impacts 
may be greater. 

Local officials appear to have over
estimated what BART could achieve 
and underestimated the importance 
of supportive local policy. For this 
reason, supportive changes in local 
policy were often not made. 

Some of BART's objectives will probably not be 
achieved (e.g., economic development, equitable financ
ing, etc.). These objectives were probably not very 
realistic in the first place. However, more appropriate 
and timely public policy actions could have helped in 
most cases, as described in earlier chapters of this 
report. 

(3) Lessons For Other Metropolitan Areas 

Rapid rail transit systems are being developed 
in a number of other jurisdictions based on many of 
the same objectives originally outlined for BART. Des
pite the discouraging nature of BART impact findings, 
local officials should not dismiss their system's ob
jectives as impossible to achieve. Rather, these offi
cials should reassess their objectives with the BART 
impact results in mind to ensure reasonable and achiev
able objectives. 
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Both publication of BART Impact Program reports 
and changes in Federal and local policy have already 
caused local officials to change their transit objec
tives. For example: 

Direct objectives--Local officials in 
many corranunities appear to be tempering 
their once vocal land use and trans
portation service expectations, al
though system objectives have not 
been changed significantly. 

Induced objectives--Local officials 
express much greater concern about 
induced transit objectives than did 
Bay Area officials. This change is 
primarily due to the greater promi
nence of issues such as the environ
ment and service for transportation 
disadvantaged. Further, increasing 
fiscal strain in most urban areas has 
raised transit financing to much greater 
prominence than during the BART planning 
period. 

2. THE INSTITUTIONAL SETTING FOR RAPID TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT 

The institutional setting for rapid transit deserves special 
emphasis because it is a critical factor in policy development in 
each of the policy areas studied in this project. The institutional 
arrangements are also likely to affect the achievement of specific 
objectives for rapid rail transit development. This section briefly 
describes the Bay Area institutional setting, outlines what problems 
and opportunities were presented to BART and suggests ways other 
metropolitan areas can learn from the BART experience. 

(1) The Bay Area Institutional Setting 

The BART District was established in 1957 as the 
first truly regional transit district in the Bay Area. 
During much of BART's development, governmental author-
ity was fragmented among a host of individual local 
jurisdictions. A number of regional agencies were formed 
in the late 1960's and early 1970's in response to speci
fic regional issues (e.g., transportation, land use plan
ning, air pollution). Few of these agencies had any real 
governing authority as it might relate to BART planning 
until the last two or three years. Likewise state agencies 
have not played a strong or active role in BART-related 
~ssues during the BART development period (except on 
issues related to the reliability and safety of operations). 
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(2) The Role Of Institutions In BART Development 

The fragmented nature of Bay Area governmental 
institutions and the lack of any significant regional 
or State intervention is an important barrier to BART 
achieving its original objectives. Institutional 
arrangements affected a diverse range of policy deci
sions related to BART development, such as: 

Integrating the services of various 
transit operators. 

Developing comprehensive land use 
and economic plans to support transit 
planning. 

Implementing the rapid rail transit 
plan itself. 

Making transportation planning trade
offs among modes. 

The problems BART faced with each of these policy deci
sions are outlined in Exhibit IV. 

Alternatively, strong local government control 
did provide some benefits in BART development. For 
example: 

At least the larger cities assigned 
special staff in an ombudsman or liai
son function to help coordinate rapid 
transit construction and improve com
munications with local residents and 
businesses. 

Local officials were involved in spe
cific design and construction questions 
because BART had to reach individual 
agreements with local jurisdictions 
prior to using local right-of-way. 

More recently, the State's delegation of increas
ing authority to the Metropolitan Transportation Com
mission for transportation planning and funding author
ization has started to remedy many of the problems en
countered by BART in its early development. 
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Institutional Problem* 

No organization responsible for encouraging 
cooperation among local transit districts 

No organization responsible for comprehen
sive land use and economic planning to sup
port rapid transit development 

No mechanism to gain regional participation 
in transit system planning and financing 

No organization is responsible for compre
hensive transportation planning across 
modes 

• 

• 
• 
• 

EXHIBIT IV 
Local Policy Implications Project 

PROBLEMS CAUSED BY INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
AND THE RESULTING IMPACT ON BART 

Im_E_act On BART 

Feeder service to BART inadequate 
Parallel and possibly competing transit ser
vices continue 
Transfer systems between operators are 
cumbersome 

Some evidence of unrealistic expectations, 
missed opportunities and intra-regional com
petition 

Some counties may benefit but not pay (for 
example San Mateo) 
The most cost effective system may not have 
resulted 

Highway development was not reduced as 
expected 
Joint development occurred but was not a high 
priority and few of BART's preferences were 
realized 

No coordination of highway/transit/parking 
policies to achieve regional objectives 

* Problems identified relate directly to the BART planning period (early 1960's) and ~ay not be true today. 



(3) Lessons For Other Metropolitan Areas 

The BART experience suggests that metropolitan 
areas with strong local government control and lacking 
effective regional and state participation in transit 
planning will have a difficult time achieving rapid 
rail transit development objectives. Creating a new 
regional agency (like BART) for rapid rail transit 
development will not alone solve this problem, as the 
Bay Area found. 

Other metropolitan areas have developed an improved 
institutional model--a single regional transit operator 
(e.g., Atlanta, Washington, D.C.). Here, the formation 
of a rapid rail transit agency was accompanied by the 
consolidation or purchase of other transit operators. 
This approach provides a better basis for transit plan
ning, financing and coordination, but has two major 
weaknesses as well. 

All transit provided by a single 
operator removes any basis for com
petition. Service may deteriorate 
and service decisions may become too 
far removed from the communities served 
by the system. 

The establishment of a single transit 
operator does nothing to meet the 
needs for comprehensive regional trans
portation, land use and economic plan
ning. A transit operator cannot make 
necessary trade-offs between various 
modes of transportation (transit, 
automobi ~e, etc.). At least another 
agency will be necessary. 

A preferred institutional approach might follow 
what is now being developed in the Bay Area. This type 
of arrangement includes the following components: 

Individual transit operators within 
a region to foster a competitive 
spirit, but with sufficient oversight 
to prevent direct competition on 
individual routes. Further, a Board 
of Directors should be elected or 
appointed by local officials to be 
responsible for making policy deci
sions and providing a liaison with 
local governments. 
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~ loosely structured r~gional asso
ciation of transit operators to facil
itate coordination, including such 
joint activities as purchasing, mar
keting and public relations. 

A regional or state ~ransportation 
planning agency with funding lever
age over individual transit operators. 
The traditional regional planning 
agency meets the needs for compre
hensive planning, but cannot exercise 
any real control over individual 
operators. Therefore, the control 
over allocation of a significant 
portion of funding for ,transit region
wide is a necessary element. 

Local governments should retain the 
option to initiate transit on a con
tract basis, seeking bids from various 
public and private transportation 
companies. This option should en
courage public ~perators to control 
costs more effectively than_ in the 
absence of competition. 

This description suggests the necessary compon
ents of an approach to improving institutional arrange
ments for transit. These components can be adapted 
to the individual situation in a given region, con
sidering both the financial and political costs of 
implementation. 

3. A POLICY PLAN FOR RAPID TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT 

This section is designed to serve a~ a geheral "road map" for 
local officials, suggesting the appropriate types of local policy 
actions to consider at different time periods in the development of 
a rapid rail transit system. The use of a time-phased approach 
allows local officials from communities now at varying points in 
the transit development process to turn to implications most applic
able to their current situation. 

For purposes of this project, the process used to develop a 
rapid rail transit system has been generalized into five major stages 
(as depicted on Exhibit V). 
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EXHIBITV 
Local Policy Implications Project 

THE FIVE STAGES IN A RAPID RAIL TRANSIT 
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Planning--the initial alternatives analysis cul
minating in a decision to build a rapid rail 
system. 

Design--the selection of route and station loca
tions and system configuration as well as the 
detailed design of system components. 

Construction--the physical construction of the 
system. 

Startup--the initial stages of operations where 
lines are phased in and problems are resolved. 

Operations--the continuing operations of the 
rapid rail transit system. 

As the BART experience suggests, local policy-makers' involve
ment in rapid rail transit development will vary considerably from 
stage to_ stage. A compilation of policy implications presented in 
this report indicates when local policy involvement in transit de
velopment can be most effective (see Exhibit VI). This depiction 
of the likely local involvement should help local officials deter
mine when financial and staff resources will be most needed. 

Clearly the highest level of involvement should 
be expected in system planning and design phases. 
This is the primary opportunity for local offi
cials to influence system character and design 
to best achieve local objectives. 

System construction requires a moderate involve
ment at the local level to help coordinate con
struction activities in the community, try to 
reduce any potential adverse construction impacts 
and plan for later system operations. 

The least involvement is required in 
tions, both startup and continuing. 
the system is in place and few local 
or inputs are required. 

system opera
At this point, 
decisions 

Although the development of any rapid rail transit system 
will require each of these five stages, the stages are seldom dis
crete (some overlap between stages is bound to occur) and the types 
of decisions required for each stage may differ somewhat for dif
ferent systems. For this reason, the categorization of policy im
plications within any single stage should be viewed as somewhat 
flexible. 

The remaining parts of this section provide brief descriptions 
of the types of policy decisions local officials can expect to make 
in each of the five stages of transit development. 
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EXHIBIT VI 
Local Policy Implications Project 

RELATIVE LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT BY LOCAL 
OFFICIALS WHICH APPEARS APPROPRIATE 

AT VARIOUS STAGES OF TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT 
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PLANNING DESIGN CONSTRUCTION START-UP OPERATIONS 

STAGES IN RAPID RAIL TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT 



(1) Planning 

The initial rapid rail transit planning stage is 
where local officials have an opportunity to assess 
whether rapid ·rail transit is the appropriate choice 
for meeting local objectives and, if so, develop engin
eering and financing plans. The planning process will 
generally be the longest stage (it was about 15 years 
for BART), but this period of time is necessary to en
sure that appropriate planning is completed, both at 
the local and regional level. 

Exhibit VII depicts a possible framework for local 
involvement in the rapid rail planning process. The 
three major products of this process are: 

Local and Regional Plans are import
ant inputs to the transit planning 
process. Three types of plans and 
objectives should be developed: 

Land use and development-
incorporating objectives 
from local General Plans 
and realistic projections 
of development potential 
in areas being considered 
for transit. 

Economic--including econo
mic development plans 
and projections and employ
ment objectives with con
sideration of expected 
improvements in accessi
bility. 

Environmental--outlining 
the possible environmental 
impacts of various trans
portation alternatives. 

Once these objectives and plans are 
developed on the local level, regional 
planners can begin to make trade-offs 
between conflicting or competing ob
jectives and, hopefully, minimize the 
potential for overstated expectations. 
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(2) Design 

Transit System Plan should be developed 
using the existing Federal procedures. 
At this point, local and regional plans 
are combined with specific transpor
tation objectives to develop trans
portation alternatives. As required, 
the alternatives analysis procedure 
should be open to public scrutiny 
as a means to gain early conununity 
consensus on transit plans and objec
tives. 

Transit Financing Plan should be devel
oped once transit is determined to be 
the appropriate alternative. Financ
ing for a rapid rail system should 
be considered in the context of total 
transit financing for a given region, 
considering the following: 

Project both capital and 
operating requirements 
of the new system, allow
ing for inflation. 

Analyze the various exist
ing and potential new 
financial resources. 
The political feasibility 
and equity of new sources 
should be important in 
weighing their potential 
availability. 

Devise an appropriate 
strategy. 

Rapid transit system design is the area where 
local government involvement can be most productive 
and essential. At this point, a region has decided 
to implement a rapid rail transit system, has approved 
a financing plan {including both Federal and local 
sources) and is now ready to begin detailed system 
planning and design. 

Exhibit VIII presents the general process by 
which local officials become involved in transit design. 
Three categories of design decisions--route and station 
location, system configuration and station and train 
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design--should be of greatest interest to local offi
cials. The process by which these decisions are made 
and implemented should include three basic activities: 

Preparing or assembling local plans 
and objectives as a basis for system 
design decisions. Exhibit VIII lists 
a number of different plans and needs 
statements to serve as inputs in mak
ing transit design decisions. For 
each decision, local land use plans 
appear to be the most important in
put to ensure consistency with local 
General Plans and provide opportuni
ties for directing future development. 

This is also an appropriate time to 
consider what local capital improve
ment priorities can be coordinated 
with transit development and how 
that might affect system design. 

Making design decisions. Although 
design decisions must be made in a 
regional forum, certain local prefer
ences and desires can often be accom
modated. Where Bay Area local govern
ments presented plans and studies 
supporting suggested design modifica
tions in their community, BART usually 
made such changes only if the finan
cial impact was minimal or the local
ity agreed to fund additional costs. 
Communities with little prior plan
ning were not as successful. 

Taking steps to develop appropriate 
local policy strategies to take ad
vantage of transit development. Once 
the system location, configuration 
and design have been determined, local 
officials should immediately begin 
local planning efforts to assemble 
information needed to develop local 
policy strategies. Examples are in
cluded on Exhibit VIII and described 
in more detail in individual chapters 
of this report. 
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(3) Construction 

During transit construction, local officials should 
be involved in two distinct types of activities--construc
tion coordination and pre-operations planning (as shown 
on Exhibit IX). 

Construction coordination is necessary where rapid 
transit construction will take place along existing local 
rights-of-way or near existing residential and corranercial 
development. Specific local government activities include: 

Construction Planning--Local officials 
should work closely with transit offi
cials to assess the degree of disrup
tion expected and devise plans to 
alleviate this disruption as much 
as possible. Larger cities with 
high levels of expected disruption 
should consider appointing a full 
time liaison or ombudsman to monitor 
transit construction. Specific local 
remedies for construction will pri
marily involve traffic and parking 
management and additional police 
protection. 

Agreement Negotiation--In most states, 
transit officials must reach legal 
agreements with local officials prior 
to entering public rights-of-way. 
Local officials can use this step 
as a control vehicle to ensure their 
objectives are generally met. 

Capital Improvement Scheduling--Local 
capital improvements to be coordinated 
with transit development should be 
scheduled to minimize the total dis
ruption period. 

Joint Development Coordination--Where 
projects are to be developed jointly, 
coordination is even more essential 
than with local capital improvements. 
Wherever possible, special staff 
should be assigned to these projects 
to manage the scheduling effort. 
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Pre-operations planning relates to specific agree
ments which should be reached or plans which should be 
developed prior to operations startup. This local plan
ning effort should include four major activities: 

Land Use Strategy Development--Once 
station and corridor land use plan
ning is complete, local officials 
should develop a strategy of land 
use policy actions to help direct 
land use and development as transit 
construction proceeds. Specific land 
use policy actions include land assem
blage, public improvements, zoning 
and marketing. 

Parking and Traffic Management Planning 
--Parking and traffic problems have 
been some of the most troublesome 
adverse impacts of BART operations. 
Therefore, local officials should 
prepare for such outcomes by initiat
ing specific parking and traffic 
management plans before transit opera
tions begin. These plans should be 
based on anticipated impacts of transit 
operations and can include such com
ponents as: 

Bridge tolls or parking 
pricing to discourage 
auto use 

Preferential parking or 
other parking restric
tions near transit 
stations 

Physical restraints or 
changes such as street 
widening, one-way streets, 
striping 

Facilities Maintenance Agreements-
As compensation for adverse impacts, 
transit officials might construct 
some special facilities (such as 
linear parks along transit lines) 
to benefit local residents. Where 
these types of facilities are 
developed, local officials should 
negotiate with transit officials 
on their maintenance. 
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( 4) 

Transit Service Coordination--A third 
party (preferably regional transporta
tion agency) should conduct necessary 
planning and bring transit district 
officials together to reach agreements 
on routes, schedules, fares and trans
fer systems to ensure better integra
tion of services once rapid rail transit 
operations begin. This process is 
simplified considerably when a single 
agency provides all transit service. 

Startup 

At the point rapid rail transit service actually 
begins, the role of local governments should be dimin
ished greatly. The detailed planning and local policy 
actions prior to startup should have resulted in strat
egies to take advantage of the new system as well as 
to deal with potential problems as they occur. There
fore, the only activities required by local officials 
are (see Exhibit X). 

Implementation of public policy 
actions and strategies. 

Monitoring system progress to iden
tify unexpected occurrences and 
develop new local policies if neces
sary. 

(5) Operations 

Although BART has been operating for almost five 
years, all of the service and lines have not yet been 
phased in (Sunday service and the opening of the Richmond
Daly City line are not scheduled to begin before spring 
1978) and operating problems remain higher than normal. 
Therefore, BART has not really reached the fifth stage 
of continuing operations and no specific implications 
have been developed. Based on experience thus far, 
the probable roles of local officials will be: 

Monitoring system progress. 

Planning for system extensions or 
modifications. 
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* * * * * 

Overall, we have tried to provide some general policy guid
ance to local officials who want to take advantage of rapid rail 
transit development to meet some of their community's objectives 
as well as want to avoid some of the potential problems and dis
ruptions of this development. However, it is difficult to transfer 
insights from the Bay Area to other, quite different jurisdictions-
to avoid implications that are either too general or too specific. 
We have tended to err on the general and more universal side, hoping 
that local officials can use this report more as a checklist i n 
structuring appropriate public policies for their own community. 
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